ROSS—BUNNELL

0« Saturday evening, June 10th, a't
Ihe tome of Mir. and Mrs. A. E. Bun
nell at OPlhffllUps a very pretty home
wedding occurred, when their da/ughter ^Mattie Pearl was united; in
marriage to F. Howard Ross. The
ceremony wa# performed by Rev.
Bessde F. Crowell, pastor o f tine
jfottodist Episcopal church-, the Bin
gje ring service being used.
Miss
Agnes Ross, sister of the groom
played the wedding march while the
■bridal couple marched- in and stood
in a large bay window which wa®
festooned very daintily in- w h ite and
decorated with ferns and out flow
ers. The bride wore a handsome
white net face dress and looked very
pretty.
'• !*•

DYNAMITE THE
LAST SERVICE AN
MILL DAM
IMPRESSIVE ONE
(S p e c ia l

C o rre& D o nd en ce.)

King field, June 12.—Rev. D. W.
Staff eld o f Somerville, Mas®., preacihed at the Evangeflicail church Sumday.
His sermon was an impres
sive one.
The Message
Bearers
will meet with Mrs-. F. S. Blanch
ard Saturday at 3 p. m.

The Sanders Engineering Company
dynamited the east side o f the mdtlfli
dam Tuesday for th-e purpose cf
lowering the water in order to make
excavations on abutments.
Coffer
dams -have been constructed on each
side to aid in the work and much
After the ceremony refreshments -heavy blasting has been done on
were served and then tine bride and jtl!e lied®es'
groom went to their pretty home otfi |
Not Lasting.
Ross Avenue which had
previ-c-uisiliy
“ Lots of the burning questions of
been prepared far their coming.
the day go up in smoke.”— Exchange.
Among
the gifts were several
band-some pieces ot furniture.
Real T h in g

to S tr iv e

F or.

The m any friends of Mr. and- Mins.
It is not a question of how much we
Boss extend hearty congratulations to are to do, but of how it is to be done.
them, wishing them prosperity and It is not a question of doing more, but
of doing better.—John Ruskin.
a long Wife together.

Interlaken Lodge

D o d g e P ond,
R a n g e le y , M e.

Open to the public June 15, 1916. Private camps each
with piazza, open stone fireplaces, bath room and running
spring water. One half hour’ s £ride by auto, both from
Rangeley and Oquossoc. Ideal location for summer tourists
and fly fishermen. Address for inform ation and booklet
Rangeley, Maine

CHARLES W. PORTER,

FISHING

W H E R E T H E GATGrt IS S U R E

Mooselookmeguntic House and Log Camps located in the heart of the Rangerley’Region. Best fishing grounds. Landlockedjsalmon and square tailed trout.
€mp5 with open fire, bath, comfortable furnishings."Booklet and any informa
tion gladly furnished by

MRS. F. B. BURNS,

Haines3Landing, Me

service was an impressive one and
Reed H. Biliiia represents reliable
the dissolutioni of the Conference insurance companies.
Call on him
which -has lasted for 121 years was of if you are In need of anything in
an emotional' and wriithiai ' a pathetic this line.
nature.
Bait few of the old sup
Mir. an-d Mrs. William Nottage are
porters' of the North Anson- Quarterly keeping house over th-e Cornelius El
Anson
Conference of Baptist Meeting are -now left. The ses-sic-n lis tenement.
closed by all- forming a circle about
Mrs. O. R. Rowe -has been suffer
Churches at Kingfield.
th-e church, joining h-ands and singing ing with an abscess- in h-er throat
“ Blest Be the Tie that Binds” a-nd the past week.
“ God Be with- You ’Till W-e Meet
Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin of Far
The Ansom Conference cif the Bap Again.’’
mington was' in town over Sunday,
tist church. was convened at Kingreturning borne M-ondiay.
field June 7 and 8, 1916.
In the ab
Following an interesting attendance
sence c f the president and vice pres
contest which was waged between
ident the meeting was c-alled to order
the Reds and Blu-es- of the Junior So
by the clerk and prayer was- offered
ciety, the Blues' entertained in honor
by R-e-v. A. G-. Murray.
Elected as
of thie Red® who won in th® eionitest
moderator pro tern, Rev. A. G. Mur
by 14 points.
The
entertainment
ray.
On account .of the absence cf
was held at the Grange hall Monday
delegates- the business session- was Ethelwilde Camps Being Put In evening.
Program:
Piano
solo,
adjourned, and a- prayer and praise
Bertha Russell; recitation,, Ralph
Readiness for the Family.
service was conducted by Rev. A. G.
Philbirlck; piano solo, May Gifford;
Murray.
Tlhen dinner was served
recitation, Leo.ra Tomlinson;
piano
in the vestry.
duet, Rena Tibbetts-, Aletha ChildsAt 2 p. an. they listened to a ser
recitation, Elizabeth Cakes; -recitat
(S pecial C orrespondence.)
mon by Rev. Baxter Hutchins
c-f
ion, Thelma Porter; piano solo, Ber
Rangeley, June 14.—A son, was
Strong, subject, “ Waft Thou at this
tha Russell.
After the program
Time Restore Unto Us th-e Kingdom born to 'Mr. aand Mrs.vCarl C. Hen marches and games- were enjoyed
The young man’s
of Israel?”
At the close of bine nings- June 3.
fcr a social h-o-ur. Chocolate and va
service a prayer and praise service name is- Carl- C. Hennings, Jr. Mrs. nilla ice cream and cak© were serv
was conducted- by Rev. A. G. Mur Verne Batcihielder is caring for Mrs. ed.
ray followed by -supper in the ves Hennings.
■Mis® C-herrie Tc-otl a-ker is working
Th * stores are n-ciw open Wednes at Hobart’s camps.
try.
At 7.30 there wasi a prayer
and praise service led by Rev. iC. J. day, Friiday and Saturday evenings.
Miss- Ida Pepper and Madelai-ne
Mirs. Ada- Sprague an-d- Mrs. Wil- Hamden were at Kennebago for a
Lcngiley folilowed by a sermon by
Rev. J. P. Barrett of West Farming- m-ont Patterson returned from A Mer few days recently.
ton, subject, “ The Glory of
the ton Lodge Saturday afternoon.
Miss Muriel Brown is th-e guest of
Cross.”
The Sunday school officers and Mias Isabelle Russell for a week.
Thursday, June 8, the morning teachers of the- WAlb-ur district en
A. Mason- Russell is home from
service opened at 9.30 by a prayer tertained the officers and teachers o fju . cf -M. for the summer vacation.
and praise service conducted! by Rev. th-e Rangeley Sunday school Thurs
June 7.—Mrs-. Ella Blanchard and
J. P. Barrett who rea-d T-hiess. Chap. day evening.
A social hour an-d a party of Stratton, visited Mrs. Blanch
5, and followed by a business ses fine program were enjoyed. Delicious ard’s mother, Mirs. Abbott Sunday.
sion.
it was voted after the bills refreshments of cake and coffee
Monday morning the new O. X. O
A geographical! ccn- bakery under the management of
were paid to divide the remaining were served.
sum as follows:
To M. S. Hutchr te®t was enjoyed.
The first prize George J. Beeh. was- opened to the
Kem-pton. public w,ho s-howed their appreciation
ins as treasurer of the Eas-t New wa-s wen by Mis® I-ren-e
Portland church, $40 to be used for The conis-oflation prize was won by by their liberal patronage.
Every
A delightful time thing i® fresh, and clean and. of firstevangelical!
purposes;
to
Milton Mrs-. Abe -Ross-.
Young as treasurer of the jNew Port was enjoyed by all present.
class quality and his- many friends
land church; $40--fb-r sam-e purpose
Mrs, Raymond! Res® of Phillip® was wisih for -him the best of siuoces®.
and to Lafores-t Elite-worth the balt- a recent guest of her son, Dr. A. M.
A garage to
accommodate three
a-nee to be used also for evangelical Ro®-®.
cars hn® been built at the rear cf
- |
purposes.
H.
A. Furbish returned from Ken-O. R. Rowe’s store for H. H. HerOwing t-o the union of the Bap n-ebago -Monday, where he spent t-lie i-rick, O. R. Rowe and J. Sherman
tist and -Free Baptist denominations pa-st week in camp.
Hoar.
!
,
it load been proposed to -re-district
Mrs. Bell Knowlt.cn-, who has been
Wi., J. Tbomlpsc-n, D. D. of New
the state and as the proposed lines
quite ill at the bom® of h-er daugh
York, who is spending a few weeks
divided the Anson Conference, a mo
ter, Mrs. A. M. Ross-, is now able to
at the Lake House will preach at
tion to disband was carried.
The
ride out pleasant days.
th-e F, B. church Sunday.
Kingfield church- is to unite with- the
M,r, an-d Mrs. Bolster of Lewiston
Rev. H. A. Childs- delivered) the have moved to Rangeley and will con
Farmington district and th-e Madison
Cdd d-uct an ice cream- parlor and candy
church with the Waterville district. memo-rial address before the
After the -business an excellent ser Fellows at Phillips- Sunday.
shop in the Herrick building former
Mrs-. Lydia Smith of Phillips wa® ly occupied by Mr®. Elsie G-ile.
mon was preach-ed by Rev. A. G.
Murray.
Dinner was served as on a recent guest cf Mrs. Crrie Ha’ ey.
the previous day.
The afternoon
Mirs. Ellen Lake, Avon, is visiting'
session- of the conference was opened her sister, Mrs. Emily Cakes.
by the -report of th-e delegate of the
Mirs-. Rue Prescott of Berlin, N. H.,
Farmington Conference, Rev. J. P. is spending a few days with her par
Barrett.
Letters and reports flrc-m ents, Mr. -and Mrs. A. L. Cakes.
th-e Madison-, Salem and Kingfield
Mir. and Mira. Frank Badger went
Las-t Sunday Children-’® Day wa®
churches were read.
to Phillips Sunday,
Mr.
Badger
At 3 o’clock there was an, address went to bring borne -this n-ew Fcird observed at the Union ohiundh with
by Rev. M. S. Hutchins o f Phillips, t”uck for Oakes & Badger.
appropriate services-, -both- in -the
topic, “ Heroes and Heroines.’ ’
Mir.
Mis® Emma Russell spent the morning and at the Sunday school
Lour.
Hutchins spoke at some length on week-end with her family.
the historical features of th-e- Anson
In the morning service the leaf
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Russell are at
Quarterly meeting from the date of tending the- Hardware Convention In let, “The Young Crusaders” was used
the organization o f six churches, in Boston-.
which were sent by the Congregation
1795, -going back to the first Church-,
Reynold Graffdm was- in from al Sunday School' and; Publishing So
The prologue, ‘The
Child
a log one, located in New Port Phillips to deliver an automobile to ciety.
ren’® Crusade,’’ was read by Merle
land near the row of Pine-si when El Ara J. Ross.
der Benj. Randall, founder of the de
Mir®. Lyman J. Kempton has been Smith a-nd scripture recitations- by
nomination made a 200-miile circuit ill the past week. Miss Bertha Rus Be-rton1 -and Wayne White.
These
young lads all did finely. A choir con
visiting (his churches, all through sell took -her place at th-e library.
sisting of Hlon. N. P. Nobile, Mrs. C.
th-e years of its growth and decline
E.
I. Herrick and James Mathieson
down to the present time. This last were in Lewiston the latter part cf L. Pierce, Mrs. George Bean, Misses
Cora Wheeler, Emma Davenport,
the week.
Mr. and Mm C. B. Harris have Marjorie Cutler, with Mrs. J. Blaine
“ Monmouth
leased the F. B. Stewart house for Morrison-, pianist, sung the several
selection® of music.
Rev. M. S.
They are made for
the summer.
Hutchin® gave a short address to the
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Mrs, C. M. Cushman suffered: a
Known the world over for excel
children.
i
severe ill t-u-m -Monday night.
A
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
At the -Sunday scih-oo-l hour the ex
trained nurse is in attendance.
ercises were continued by the child
-Mr. and M m L. M. Jack-sop. are
Monmouth,
M a in e
ren.
Those in Mi-ss- Kathleen Nobile’
at their summer home for the seaclass taking part in recitations were
son, arriving last week.
Phyllis -Hamden, Laura Belle HutchHOTEL BLANCHARD
■Major Duncan. B. Harrison is- bus
ins; Elizabeth
McKenzie, Dorothy
STRATTON MAINE
ily engaged at Ethelwilde camps,
Smith and Alberta Haley, Mrs. F. B.
making
the
find
preparation®for
In the center of the Fish and Game
Pilisbury’s class, Evelyn Pieirce, Don
summer.
Several guests are already
Section. Write for booklet.
ald Field, Everett Pillsbury, Malcolm
comfortably
settled
for
the
season.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
H-ailey, Kenneth
Campbell1, Helen
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. H. G R O SE . Prop. Mrs. Harrison, who is- recovering fron
Leavitt, Olive Toothaker, Florence
a serious ilines®, i® not able to come
Stewart, Regina Hinkley,
Louise
ai* present hut is expected as- sc-on
Leavitt.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS as -her health will permit her mak Mis-s Cora Wheele-n read the cradle
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex ing the journey.
roll and p-res'ented the diplomas in
S.
B. -McCard- ha® returned from
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
the absence of the superintendent,
for June, October and November. Ke-nnebago, where he has be-en guid Mrs. Bonney Webber.
Three new
ing the past few weeks.
Write for booklet.
ones were also added, the children
Mis® Dorothy Haley returned Wed
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
of Mr. and Mrs-. Elwin- Webber, Mr.
nesday from a visit with her aunt,
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
and Mrs. Will Leavitt and Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Badger.
Mrs. Charles Hammons.

REDS AND BLUES
CLOSE CONTEST

Mountain View House 1

«

•

8

Mountain V iew , M aine

vi

fi

For farther particulars write or address

|

L. E. B O W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
*
«
»

|
M aine.|

Ed. G r a n t’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
_
ED. G R A N T (& S O N C O . ,
P . O . Address. Grant's M o .
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

BALD M O U N T A I N C A M P S » * 1' „ S S “ '*1"

1

Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain
Wntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat
road to camps—Telephone com .actions—T w o mails d aily W g t e f o r
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain,

V«

on M ooselook m econ n ection s A uto
free circular.
Maine

Moccasins*

SPRING F I S H I N G

M. L. GETCHRLL CO.,

Will Soon be Here
THE RANGELEY LAKES AN D D E A D RIVER REGION
offers many a ttra ctio n s t o th e F I S H E R M E N .
erous lakes, pon ds an d s tr e a m s in th is t e r r it o r y
stocked and a con tin u ou s s u p p ly o f fis h
by wise laws, w ell e n fo r c e d .

The num 
a re

is p r o v id e d

w ell
fo r

T h is r e g io n is e a s ily rea ch -

od in one day fr o m B o s to n .

You will make no mistake by arranging for your SPRING
FISHING TRIP to any o f these waters. A descriptive booklet
with good map free on application.
f-N. BEAL,

General Manager,

SERVICES HELD
CHILDREN’S DAY

Phillips, Maine

M A IN E

PAG E T W O

RANGELEY LAKES
FISHING CONTEST
The Horton Manufacturing Co. to
Give Several Prizes.

W O O DS,

made by the coaiitestamt to tine
Contest Secretary, Mir. E. L. Smiley,
Sunapee, <N. H.
5. A'lfli entries must rehab the sec
retary not iater than Sept 20, 1916.

ENGAGEMENT OF
MISS MARBLE

Through the courtesy of the Hor
ton Manufacturing Co., makers of the
famous Bristol steel fishing rods the Attractive Announcement Tea Given
following prize is offered for the
by a Portland Friend.
largest salmon and for the largest
■
square tail trout caught at Rangeley Lakes, Maine this season.
On Friday, at a most attractive
! ) ' '• 'tea. given by Mrs. Francis .J Braun
FOR T H E L A R G E S T SALMO lN
at her residence on Neal street,
Portland, the engagement of her In
Choice of a Standard No. 4 or No. timate friend, Miss (Rachel Marble, to
11, or other Bristol Rod of equal Mr. Nathaniel Whitmore of Haver
value, with special mountings,—Agate hill, was announced to a company of
First Guide and Tip, German-Silver young women friends in the society
Trumpet Guides, and; Solid Cork Grip. set.
Guaranteed for Three Years.
Miss Marble is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Marble of the
FOR T H E LA R G E S T T R O U T
Rangeley Lake House, and the family
lias passed many winters in Portland
A Standard No. 9 Bristol Fly Rod where
Miss Marble attended tire
or other Bristol Rod of equal value, Waymflete School and is verp prom
with. Agate First and Top Guides. inently known in the social doings of
Guaranteed for Three Years.
the younger set.
Mr. Whitmore is
Contestants are requested to note a Dartmouth 1912 man and a mem
the conditions governing the contest, ber of the Kappa Kappa Fraternity.
and to make entries as soon as pos
Mrs. Braun and Mass Marble re
sible, after catclh is made.
ceived
their guest® in the living
Whenever possible, photograph® of room wire re spring flowers were
fish and captor should be sent with most artistically arranged.
privilege of publication in the report
The hostess wore blue chiffon vel
of arwardiS', which/ will appear in the vet and the honor guest was very
November issue of the “ National attractive in a white gown.
The
Sportsman.”
tea /service was in charge of Mrs.
Roger Thaxter assisted by Miss
C O N D IT IO N S
Helen
Birkenmayer and Miss
Mar
«
jorie Palmer.
On the ice 'cream
1. Each contestant must furnish sat dishes little individual, old fashioned
isfactory proof that the fish, whose bouquets of flowers concealed a card
Weight is entered, was caught by with the names of Miss Rachel
him, at Rangeley Lakes by the use Marble and Samuel Whitmore.
of a Standard Bristol Steed) Fishing
Some of the guests wrere:
Miss
Rod, and that the weight given is Alberta RobinsOn, Mrs. Leiand Means
correct.
Mrs. Waldemar Adams, Mrs. William
2. We recommend that the facts Leonard, Mrs1. Joseph. B. Bancroft,
he stated in an affidavit, signed by Mrs. Morrill Allen, Mrs. Samuel; Tal
a Justice or Notary.
A statement bot, Miss Ellen Maxtor, Miss Ruth
by the person who weighed the fish Cook, Miss Dorothy Palmer, Mrs.
should be included, citing scale used. George Whitmore, 'Mir®. Neal Cox.
On request, the secretary will fur
nish application blank: with form for
N ew Source o f W e a lth .
affidavit.
Experiments have shown that the
3. The season/ for the contest be Chinese wood oil tree, from the nut
gin® with the legal season, and of which an oil used in varnishes is
obtained, can be successfully grown
closes September 15, 1916.
4. Written application must be In northern Florida.

A REAL BARGAIN

=
A fine set o f sporting camps inone of Maine’s best j
|unting and fishing territories is for sale.
On a large pre- j
| e rve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

$3,000
E

1 spot cash takes it.

For further information write

JU N E

15, 1916.

BEN ALPERT’S
FISHING AT
FINE FISHING
FIRST OFFENSE
IN PISCATAQUIS TAYLOR POND GOOD
Auburn fisherman, are reporting
that the salmon, fishing in Taylor
jpond is good this; season. This pond
was stocked a few years ago, and
many claim that there is better
Dover-Foxcroft, June.—The greatest fishing there than at Lake Auburn.
spring .fishing seaiscm in years is the The catches at Lake Auburn have
report received to thie twin towns not been so scarce for a long time
from) the many Hakes, pend® and as this year.
Ben Kiusner took 14
streams, from the upper end of the salmon from; Taylor Pond at one “ sit
county and especially from the ting” and several other good catches
Moosehead Hake region..
In spite of have been made.
While the salmon
the rather inclement weather the run small, they appear to be numer
catches1made at Moosehead lake have ous.
been1 large, while tbe other smaller
lakes and pond® to that vicinity have
been giving up unusual catches of
trot, salmon and Means.
Conductor® on. the Bangor & Aroos
took road running through here state
that not for years, if ever, lias
spring travel to Moosehead lake been
equal to that of the present season. Second Field Day of the Andro
The majority of tlie travelers are
scoggin Club.
fishermen and many are from out of
the state.
The sleeper (which leaves
Two weeks ago Saturday the An
Boston nightly and Which passes
droscoggin Rifle club held its second
through here every morning has been
field day of the season.
This was
filled to its capacity day after day
at the Taylor pond camp of Roy
while the day coaches are well filled
Walling,foird. It was a real field
with fishermen who have been, un
day with all' the trimmings, includ
fortunate enough not to engage
ing a shoot wihiichi developed some
berths din advance before
leaving
excellent scores.
All. members' of
Boston.
the club who attended were delight
ed with the outing and veted that
more of these events should be held
during the summer, as it helped io
keep up interest and gave them a
chance to test their skill in the
open.
The scores at
Saturday’s
shoot were:
Chairman Mclntire Leading Spirit Name
Total
J. White,
189
of Fishing Party.
Biy,
182
Estes,
174
173
Hon. Bertrand G. Mclntire, chair Delano,
171
man of the State Board of Assessors, R. Wallingford,
170
•has been the leading spirit of a party Robinson,
167
of seven that enjoyed a fishiimg trip Edwards,
167
at the camps of Jeff Thomas at Four Norris,
165
Pond®, to the Rangeley region recent Curley,
Hodgdon,
160
ly, say® an exchange.
159
Chairman Mclntire has written,, to Julia,
159
the department at Augusta most glor Ash,
156
ious account® of his trip, describing Ness,
149
trout 21% inches long, cooled to a Pottle,
138
snowdrift, and fried most dielicicusly, Webber,
121
a® forming part of their daily menu. Stetson,
118
Excellent luck is attending the mem True,
ber® of the party, and plump and
juicy souvenirs of the trip direct
from Four Ponds are expected to ar
rive at any time at the department.

Big Catches Luring the Anglers to
Moosehead.

j

GOOD RIFLE
CLUB SHOTS

TROUT COOLED
IN A SNOWDRIFT

THE OFFICERS
ELECTED JUNE 6
Of The Remington Arms Union
Metallic Cartridge Co.

5

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION

by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to

and asked him. to search for the
bear.
A trap was set in the midst
of the pound and the bear was
caught.
When Mr. Grindell1 went to
the trap the bear was crouched be
hind a rock and made a desperate
fight although the trap was securely
fastened to his. paw.
Five shots
were required before, the animal was
mastered.
Tbe bear weighed
275
pounds and showed signs of high
living and of being well greomed.
The bear is said to be the most per
fect specimen seen in that vicinity
for years.
He was purchased by A.
R eally P le n ty o f Com pany.
“A cubic inch of air can contain a L. Friend, a local, fur dealer.
million miorobes,” announced the doc
tor. ‘‘And yet some people complain
of feeling lonely,” remarked the pa
tient who was suffering from brain
fag.—Judge.

CAN FISH AS WELL
AS RUN A HOTEL

If you like

PEARSON’S
MAGAZINE
at all, you will
like it BETTER
than any other
magazine

Nam e...........................: ............................................................................
Address..................................................................................... ...............
State ........................................................................................................

ment to Take Home.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Greenville, Juno 12■—Mr. Ben Ah
pert of the Empire Outfitting Com
pany cf Nashua, N, H., joins a party
of Nashua gentlemen and come® to
Moosehead. Lake a-fishing.
This is
his first offer.se, but unlike other
criminals, he promise®, it won’t be
hi® last, and he says he has had
experience enough to keep 1dm athinking for a fu’H year.
After his
first ndght ini a tent where he was
subjected to the usual) initiation he
arose bright and early after dream'
ing of whale© and porpoises and the
like, and when the crew is ready he
step© gingerly into a 20-foot White
canoe with the expression/
have
put me hand to the plow” and I’ll
be cussed if I turn back now. After
the shiner had been adjusted to his
Archer Spinner by hi® guide, he
grasps the butt of hi® Bristol1 with
both haaids and they are off. Pretty
soon there is- a mighty tug and he
aide© “hold up, I aim fast to the bot
tom,” but the bottom soon becomes
active and the guide assures lion
that he is. fast to one' of the liveliest
salmon in Moosehead Lake. Mr. Alpert forgot everything; forgot -about
the $20 suit® he intended to mark
down to $19.99, forgot that lie was in
a canoe—lost his reel off his rod
but, believe it or not, that salmon
never stopped coming and he never
had a chance to even cane once out
of water until' he wa© in net and
canoe.
The guide remarked after
ward that if he hustle® hi© business
as .he did that salmon he would soon
be able to retire.
But what a
beauty, 5 pounds 5% ounces, neat.
And the best of it was that it was
the record salmon taken In the party
on this trip—and among veteran® toe.
No wonder that Mr. Alpent promised
to send hi© guide one of hi® best
suits just as soon a® he sets foot in
the Empire.
Here’s luck to Mir. Alpert and Irene’s hoping that he comes
many more time® to Moosehead Lake
W e have plenty cf room for sue!
sportsmen who says that that one
repaid him many times over for his
trip up here—and that cme via® one
of many for he. had Ms 10-pound boi
io send and his full complement to
take out when he went home-t)
A bear was this month brought show Ms admiring friend® and to tel
to Ellsworth by James GrtodeU cf them of Ms skill with red and reel.
Howard Wood.
West Ellsworth.
It appears that
for some little time past residents
at West Ellsworth/ have been, hav
U n fo rtu n a te ly True.
It would be better, perhaps, if t
ing trouble and. losing their sheep.
One of George Cunningham’s sheep man could recognize his mental In
and two lambs were destroyed.
Mr firmities as readily as be recogniie?
Cunningham called to Mr. Grindell his physical infirmities, but he cant

At a meeting of the Board
of
Directors of The Remington
Arm®
Union Metallic Cartridge Company
held June 6th, the foT.iowilng officers
were named:
Chairman of
the
Board, M. Hartley Dodge; President,
P H IL L IP S ,
M A IN E
S. F. Pryor; Vice Presidents, C. L.
E
E
E
ifmimiiiiiimiiimiiimimiiiiiiimmiiiiitiimimiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimimiiiiimiimiimtiitiiimitmiiiiiiiiiiHimiiMiiiiiiiiiiimiiMiiimiiiiuimtiiimniiiiiimimmmi? Reierson, I. S. Betts, C. C. Tyler,
George Bingham.; Treasurer, W. F.
Lawrence; Secretary, George Bing
ham.; Assistant Treasurers, C. W.
Many, W. H. Nolan; Comptroller, Ho
ward Berry.

M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

Takes the Record Salmon in the
Party and Has Full Comple

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

...................................................... .

i

P H IL L IP S ,

Send your name and address
on a postcard to PEARSON’S
M AGAZIN E, 4 2 5 East 24th
Street, New York City, for a

FR E E S A M P L E C O P Y

Col. James J. Pooler, the popular
and successful, landlord of the Fal
mouth Hotel, Portland, know® not
only how to run a hotel but is estab
lishing a record as a fisherman
For some years he ha® had a camp
on the shores cf Sebago Lake and
when able to break away from the
cares cf hi® exacting business he is
reasonably sure, especially in the
spring month®, to be at comfortable
Cam.p Aormonk.
One day early in
May this season, he captured seven
fine landlocked salmon, four of them
weighing nine, seven., six and four
pounds respectively, while the three
others were somewhat smaller.

8 U 8 B C R IB E
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NOW
AND

FOR
READ

M A IN E
ALL

T H E O U T IN G M E W S .

A d u lte ra tio n .

Says the Chicago department of
health bulletin: ‘‘In morals, adultera
tion is ever debasing; in food, it worketh a lie; In air, it is an abomination ‘
In Quietness.

There comes a time when all effort!
of our own seems vain; when what
ever we do seems to work harm. Or
we are fretted by the crowd of duties
which prees upon us so we cannot j
cope with them, and threaten to over
whelm us. Let us leave them all fora
little while and sit still. With the
quiet will come refreshment and re
newed energy. Sometimes not doing
but patient waiting is our duty.
F or D iscolored Floors.

Scatter dry, clean sand over the floor
and sprinkle over this a solution mad'
by dissolving one pound of potash or
pearlash in a pint of water; scrub the
boards lengthwise with a hard brush
using very hot water and plenty of
soap; change the hot water frequently
and wipe dry as you proceed. Thl?
potash, if used as directed, will tale
out all stains and is the very best
means of whitening boards.

F o r G uns
" 3 In O n e ” Oil Has No Eqja|
for oiling trigger, lock, every action Part-. ’
not dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum,
or collect dust no matter how Ion g g11n® ’/
“ 3in One” cleans outthe residueof burnt P«-;
(black or smokeless) after sbootingi I**barrel clean and shiny. 4 It actually Pen- ’
the pores of the metal, forming a delicatep t
manent protecting coat that is a'j^° •/Sji
impervious to water or weather. No *** •w111 tell.
tviii Write for sam^^- c
F r C C A test will
bottle
8 IN 1 OIL COMPANY S
194
ew St...
124 X
New
St.. New York, NAj

M A IN E

twenty- f ir s t a n n u a l

MIDSUMMER OUTING
He Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Asso
ciation Will Meet at Mountain View
House, Rangeley Lakes
Circulars have gone out for the
meeting of the Matoe
Sportsmen's
-Ish and Game Association which
acids its annual meeting at the
Mountain View Hou.se, Rangeley,
Jme 29, 30 and Judy 1, and which we
jubJish herewith:
Bverj’ effort has been made by
ibe officers of the association to
sake this outing the best in the
astary of the organization.
W ith a
membership bigger than ever, and a
program that speaks for itself, there
is practically no question but that we
wiS break the records.
|N th e

b e a u t if u l

RAN G ELEYS

Mountain View House is readied
riaOquossoc on the Rumford branch
of the Maine Central, or via Farluingtcn and the Siandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R. to Rangeley village
iid hence across lake by steamer. It
is an ideal place for an outing, and
those who make the trip will certain
lyremember it as one of the most
pleasant imaginable.
Two years ago, after a week o f
rain that kept many automobile part
ies at home, we filled the hotel, and
everyone had a good word to say for
tie comfortable quarters, the beauti
ful surroundings and congenial com
pany.
This outing i9 for every outdoor
lover who thinks he would have a
good time, wlietlier a member or not.
Bring along your friends.
Make up
anautomobile party. Get your friends
to join the association when they ar
rive, and take part in the contests.
It will make an especially attract
ive automobile trip from almost any
part cf the State, with good roads
right up to tine door of Mountain

\ iew House.
The distance is about
130 miles from Bangor; about
92
miles from Lewiston and' Auburn, and
about 126 from Portland.
A special hotel rate o f $2.50 per
day ihas been made, which is (remark
ably low for the class o f accommo
dation offered.
Bear in mind that
this is an informal outing, no dress
suits needed, aimed to be ain out-ofdoor affair as much as possible.
Bring your rifle and take part in
the shooting.
Bring youa* fishing
tackle and do some fishing.
The membership of the association
now over 600.
The work which it
is (icing in the fish and game inter
ests can be furthered by a still! larg
er membersliip, and if you are a
sportsman, or fisherman, or just a
plain out-door lover, we would Well
com e your membership.
Tw o dollar:
lo join and a dollar a year dues.
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ilies only.

by Winchester Repeating Arm® Co., M A T C H 9— L A D IE S ' R IF L E M A T C H
Second,
high
All ties in all matches to be shot New Haven, Conn.
grade Marble
hunting knife and
off to determine winners.
Five shots at 50 feet, any .22 rife,
Definition of magazine rifle:
A sheath;, presented by Hall, & Knight any ammunition, any sights not in
cluding glas®.
Standing position,
magazine rifle is any rifle catalogued Hardware Co., Lewiston, Me.
German- ring target.
Open to all
and sold by the different arms com
M A T C H 2— G U ID E S ’ A N D W A R D  ladies.
No entry fee.
panies as a magazine ride.
ENS’ M ATCH.
PRIZES—First, handsome salver
R U L E S FOR F IR IN G P O IN T S
cup presented by William' Tell Club.
Guides’ and Wardens’ match. Any Second, silk shirtwaist pattern pre
1. Sighting Shots1
— One
sighting magazine rifle, any ammunition, any sented by the Bates-Street Shirt Co.,
sights not including glass. Five shots Lewiston, Me.
shot will be allowed in all matches.
at, -silhouette of deer moving at right
2. A ll shots fired count—'All shots
angles to line cf fire, five shots in M A T C H 10— P IS T O L A N D R E V O L V fired b y competitor after bo has tak
twenty seconds.
Number of men on
ER M A T C H .
en hi®' place at the firing point, and
each team not limited-, except that
it is hi® turn to fire, the target be
there must be the same number on
Pistol and revolver match, slow
ing ready, will be considered in his
each side.
No entry fee.
fire, ten shots at 25 yards.
Any pis
score even if his, piece is not direct
Team making greatest number of tol or revolver, any ammunition, any
ed toward the target.
hits will hold honor of moving tar sights.
Entry fee twenty-five cents.
3. Shots on wrong target—Shots
get champicnshiip for one year. Won
PRIZES—'First, pearl bandied .32
fired upon the wrong target wliill be
last year by the Guides.
To the caliber Iver Johnson revolver pre
entetred upon the score o f the man
member of either team making the sented by President R. J. Hodgson.
firing as misses.
highest score will be given a Marlin
4. Loading Arms—No arm® shall .25-36 caliber Carbine presented by Second, three high grade negligee
be loaded exoeipt at the firing point, the Marlin Arms Corporation, New shirts presented by the Bates-Street
Shirt Co., Lewiston, Me.
the muzzle of the rifle cr pistol, being Haven, Conn.
To the guide making
kept in the direction of the target the highest score, outsidle the win
M A T C H 11— C L A Y P IG EO N M A T C H
until the arm, Is either discharged or ner of the rifle, will be given a pair
unloaded.
In 'all slow fire with the of canoe paddles, one pair presented
Olay pigeon match open to all
rifle it will be used as- a single-loader by the Old Town Canoe Co., C'ld
members
who are amateur®. Fifteen
with the magazine uncharged. When Town., Me., and the other by B. N.
bird®, sixteen yard rise, unknown
not at the firing point and In the act Morris, Inc., canoe builders, Veaiziie,
angles.
Entry fee 50 cents. Re-ent
o f firing, rifles and pistols shall be Me.
ries allowed.
carried at all time® during the meet
PRIZES—First, Reming,tam-U. M. C.
ing With chambers open. Automatic
M A T C H 3— B E G IN N E R S ’ M A T C H
twelve gauge repeating shot gun. Sec
pistol® will have their
magazines
ond, 25 per cent, of entry fees.
withdrawn.
Open to members Who have never

5. Competitors and spectators will won a prize in a shooting contest.
W ATER EVENTS
be stationed 5 yards in rear of firing Five shots Slew fire, standing posit
point.
ion at 100 yards, 4 inch bull’s-eye. E V E N T 1— D O U B L E C A N O E RACE
Any magazine rifle, any sights not
While there is
fishing, water
any
ammunition.
R U L E S IN R E G A R D T O F IR E A R M S including glass,
Double canoe race, two men in a
sports, cards and dancing on the pro
Twenty-five
cents
to
enter.
canoe, distance two miles, open to
gram, the shooting, as usual, wiill be
1. Always use rifle or pistol as a
PRIZES-—First, large silver and all.
Must be at least three canoes
the feature.
For several years we
single-loader in all slow fire matches. bronze cup presented by the William entered.
have been working to get the shoot
Lead for each shat.
Tell Club—an unusually beautiful]
PRIZE—An order for $10 on any
ing on a basis that will prove satis
Seond, high grade watch sporting goods store, to each man in
2. Magazine is used only in Rapid trophy.
factory to all dlas&es o f members'—
Fire.
case compass presented by Rice & winning canoe ($20 in all). Presented
particularly the man who goes Into
3. No aiming or -snapping behind Miller Company, Bangor, Me
by Maine Central Railroad Co.
the woods with the ordinary rifle,
the firing line or any place when
and who hasn’t the equipment nor
M A T C H 4— 150 Y A R D PRO NE
there are people in front of you.
E V E N T 2— S W IM M IN G M A T C H
the inclination for scientific target
4. Do not talk to Range Officers
shooting on. long ranges. Any man
or spectators When action of your
Five shots at 150 yards', any mag
Swimming match, open to' all, dis
who can shoot in the woods stands
rifle or pistol is closed.
azine rifle, any sights' not including tance 100 yards.
At least four to
a good show in our events. Both the
5. After completing your shooting, glass, 6 inch bull’s-eye, prone position enter.
rifle shooting and the water events
open the action pf your rifle or pis Twenty-five cents to enter.
PRIZES—First, $5 in gold; second
are in charge of Rangeley Lake men.
PRIZES—'First, large gray finish $3 dm gold.
tol and leave the firing point with
it open.
silver prize cup presented by the
B I L L Y H I L L AfclD H IS R IF L E S
Second, silver E V E N T 3— S IN G L E C A N O E RACE
6. FieM Glasses, use of.
Compet William Tell Club.
itors may use field glasses or small and copper cup.
Billy Hill, the Remington-IT. M. C. telescope in -spotting shots.
Single canoe race, distance' cne
expert, will be with us, and besides
7. Firing, unauthorized: No firing
M A T C H 5— R A P ID F IR E M A T C H
mile, open to all.
Must be at least
having charge o f the trap shooting, except at the target ini prescribed
three canoe® entered.
will
give
an
exhibition
o
f
trick
and
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
matches or practice will he allowed
Raipid fire match, five shots in
PRIZES—First, Patrick-Duluth Bigfancy shooting—an exhibition which without special permission from the twenty seconds. Any magazine rifle,
We have for sale and for rent for
ger-Thau-Weather outing jacket pre
theseason of 1916, several cottages all probably cannot be duplicated by Executive Officer.
Any violation any ammunition, any sights not in sented by F. A. Patrick & Co., Dul
famished in good locations on Range- anyone in the country.
Off hand position, at uth, Minn.
of this rule will disqualify the of cluding glass.
(One of the finest
leyLake and other localities in RangeSomebody is going to carry away fending competitor for the entire 100 yards, 4-irnch bull's-eye. Twenty- jackets that can be purchased). Sec
leyLakes Region.
five cents to enter.
Local agents for the following kinds some remarkably fine prizes, and the meeting.
ond, folding pocket Kodak presented
of insurance: Fire, Life, Accident, experience o f the past tw o years
8. No competitor shall in any
PRIZES—First, large copper and by Berry Paper Company, Lewiston,
Automobile, Marine, Plate Glass, Bur shows that anyone has a show to get match change his rifle during
the silver cup presented by William Tell Me.
glary, Postal and Tourists' Baggage. his share.
} ■""■ ' ;
. '
Look the list over. There match,, unles® it becomes unservice Club.
Buy your Surety Bonds from us and
E V E N T 4— M O TO R B O A T RACE
avoid the embarrassment of calling on are an unusual number of beautiful able, which fact must be verified by a
cups, besides rifle®, revolvers, fish Range Officer.
M ATCH
6— G.
M.
PARKS
CU P
your friends.
FURBISH & HERRICK,
reds, and all sorts- of sporting equip
MATCH.
|
9. Any person, whether a compet
Motor boat race open to all motor
Rangeley Trust Company Building,
itor
or
not,
interfering
with
any
of
ment.
boats
on Rangeley Lakes. Distances,
Rangeley, Maine.
Five shots slow fire, standing po handicaps, etc., to be arranged by the
This outing ought to be especially the firing squads or annoying them
attractive for the ladies, for there 5n. any way will at once be- ordered sition at 100 yard®, 4-inch bull’s-eye. committee.
Any magazine rifle, any ammunition,
PRIZE—'Silver cup presented by
are prizes for rifle and pistol Shoot from the range.
any sights not including glass.
No Association.
ing, for fishing, and for cards.
PROGRAM
■ - i i 'n | i m : ,'M n
entry fee. Special railroad rates have
been
T IM E T A B L E
PRIZE—Large engraved silver cup E V E N T 5— F L Y C A S T IN G M ATC H
granted
on
both
the
Maine
Central
In Effect, May 6, 1916
presented by Geo. M. Park® cf Prov
THURSDAY
and Banger & Aroostook, which com
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmidence, R. I. To be won, three times
Distace fly casting match open to
bined
with
the
low
hotel
rate
will
°Vton for Phillips. Rangeley and B igelow , at
Thursday evening,
dancing aind not necessarily consecutively, to be all members.
5.15P.M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas m ak e the cost of the
outing v ery
s e r trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M moderate.
come property cf one person. Winner
PRIZE—Bristol steel bait casting
The Maine Central will cards at the hotel.
sod from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
for year to have name engraved up rod with agate tip and guides, pre
P.M.
sell tickets good going June 29-30
on it.
Oup is now at State House, sented by Horton (Mifig. Co., Bristol,
F R ID A Y
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at and July 1, limit for
return until
11.00A, M.
Augusta.
Won in 1914 by Major Conn.
As fine a steel red as can
July
3.
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong
Langdon ‘Cbilcott, Bangor; in 1915 by be made.
Forenoon,
beginning
at
8.30,
rifle
fromPhillips at 6.23 A. M.. and from Phillips and
11 | !! ! ] 1! 1' ■ •
Rangeley at 1.37 P. M., and from Bigelow at 1.25 O F F C E R S
O F T H E A S S O C IA T IO N events on range In rear of hotel. Paul Brown, Rockwocd.
P. M„ and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
Matches 1-2-3-4-5-6.
S P E C IA L F IS H IN G PR IZES
016P. M. Passenger train leaves S tron g for
M A T C H 7— W . G. H I L L M A T C H
Afternoon, beginning at 2.00, water
Bigelow at 5.50 P. M.
President, Robert J. Hodgson:, Lewis
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M.
sports.
Double canoe race,Singlie
To the lady catching the largest
ton.
andfrom Kingfield at 8.10 A. M.. and from Farm 
W. G. Hill match for guides and
(C o ntin ued on page s ix ).
R. C. White- canoe race. ,s-wimmlng match. Mot
ingtonat 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Farmington at Secretary-Treasurer,
Ten shots with Rem
or boat race.
Fly casting match. wardens only.
615 A. M. Bigelow. 9 30 A. M. and Phillips at
house,
Auburn.
1.40P. M.
AIL in full view ington .22 caliber rifle and U. M. C.
Vice Presidents:
H. W . Ricker, Trap shoot at 5.00.
‘'HILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farm ingammunition at black clay ball in mid THE CABIN BO AT PRIMER
from
the
hotel.
Poland; C. C. Wilson, Auburn; J.
tonatU.OOA. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
air.
No entry fee.
Evening
at
8.00,
meeting
of
Associa
HIS is a very in
■15P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from FarmJ. Pooler, Portland; -Chartes A.
>»»ton at 12.55 P. M. and 6.08 P. M. From Rangeteresting and in
PRIZE
to be announced.
tion
in
annex,
with
brief
discussion
Hill, Belgrade; Dainiel F.
Field,
hyat 1.15 P. M.
structive l ook on mak
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A . Phillips; Stanley
Bisbee, Rumford; of matters of interest to this organ
ing cabin boats, canoes,
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M.
M A T H 8— D. M. P A R K S M ATC H
Dancing and cards to fel
row boats, etc. It tells
William F, Campbell1,
Chierryfield; ization.
RANGELEY P a s s e n g e r Train leaves fo r Farmof the various streams
low.
mgtonat 11.26 A. M. and arrives from Farmington C'has. H. Fogg, Houlton; L. P. SWett,
Ten shots, off hand, any .22 rifle, one can trip on with a
»t 7.50P.M.
Bangor; W ilbur T. Emerson, Augusany ammunition, any sights not In cabin boat, how to
SATURDAY
Mixed Train lea v es Rangeley at 7 30 A . M. and
ta; Harry A. Chapman, Banger; Hen
equip for such a trip,
arrives at 3.45 P. M,
cluding glas®.
German ring target what to wear and eat,
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at ry A. Free, Lewiston.
at
50
yards.
Open
to
all
members
cost
of a two month’s
Forenoon at 9.00, matches 7-8-9-10.
B- M. and for Bigelow at 6.15 P. M.
trip. It gives descrip
and
ladies.
No
entry
fee.
Afternoon,
all
unfinished
events.
If
KINGFIELD. Passenger train leaves for Bigelow
O U T IN G C O M M IT T E E
PRIZE—.Large engraved silver cup tions and diagrams,
ai0.00A. M. and 6-38 P. M. For Farmington 12.40
regular matches have been complet
photographs and chapters on construction,
PM. Passenger train arrives from Farmington
ed, extra small bore matches will be presented by Henry B. Estes, of Au when to float, when and where to land and
Shooting—Chief
Range
Officer,
at635 P. M. and from Bigelow at 11.45 A. M. and
burn iu memory cf former president other useful hints. Book is compiled of
8.25P, M.
Herbert L. Welch,, Haines Landing. arranged, and suitable prizes offered.
D. M. Parks. Must be won three facts and observations made by the author.
Evening
at
8.00,
presentation
of
Mixed train leaves for Farmington at 6.45 A. M. Range Officers, Ed. H. Lowell, Oquos
contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
times, not necessarily consecutively, It
and arrives from Strong at 10.45 A. M. Leaves
prizes and dancing.
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
soc;
J,
Lewis
York,
Loon
Lake;
W.
hr Bigelow at l.P. M. and arrives from Bigelow
to become property of cne person.
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
«1.15 P.M.
Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
G Hill', Portland.
Winner for year to have name en Trip
L IS T OF S H O O T IN G E V E N T S
Build
a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’ s Equipment,
W ater
S p orts^L eem an
Wnliccx,
B‘GEL0W. Passenger train arrives from K ingFurnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of
graved
upon
it.
Cup
is
now
at
■aldat 10.00 A. M. and from Farmington at 7.28 R angeley; James E. W ilcox, RangeEquipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Has
been Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
M A T C H 1— 100 Y A R D S LO W F IR E State House, Augusta.
. • Leaves for Farmington at 10.50 A . M. and
Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
135P.M.
loy*
won' twice by Ed. H. Lowell of Beat
Landing Lists, Floating, Floating at Night and in
Entertainment—
Charles
B.
Carter,
Mixed train arrives at 2.10 P. M. and leaves at
Fogs,
Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
Five shots slow fine. Standing po Oquossoc and once by Dr. D. W. ard Some
6-MP. M.
Rope Hints, Land ngs, Troubles, Care
Auburn; ; Henry A. Free, Lewiston;
Wentworth,
Sanford.
of
the
Boat,
Ways of Making Money, On Making
sition at 100 yard®, 4 inch bull's-eye.
SUNDAY TRAIN .
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and
Arthur H. Cooper, Auburn.
To the lady making the highest Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Leaves Rangeley for Farmington at 10,50 A . M.
Any rifle without set triggers, any
Amusements, Books, Trapper’ s Canoe, A Cabin
"“Blips, 12.25 P. M-, Strong 12.47 P. M. and arsights not including glass. 25 cents score in this match will be given Boat
Coon Hunt.
R E G U L A T IO N S G O V E R N IN G
^ f r°m Farmington at Strong, at 2.22 P. M „
silk shirtwaist pattern presented by
to
enter.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 11.00.
^Bips 2.43 p. M and Rangeley 4.25 P. M.
SHO O T.
PRIZES— First,
Winchester 1910 the Bates-Street Shirt Co., Lewiston
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
F. N. BEAL, Gen'l Manager,
Model .401 se’f loading rifle presented Me.
Matches
open
to
members
and
fam
Phillips, Maine.
B IG S H O O T IN G E V E N T S

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

Miss Pales is the guest of her Jr., Bruce Davenport, Revalo War
Phillips, Maine
and
Ralph
Stillman
were
friend, Mrs. E. C. Higgins for two ren
given a five-course dinner and whist
weeks.
L. B. BRACKETT,
Mr. and, Mrs, Harry iBatee have party by Mis® Gertrude Grant andi
Business Manager moved to the rear rent in the Mc Mr®. Cecil Pierce at the home of
the 'latter in honor of Mis® and Mir.
Kenzie block.
OUTING ED ITIO N
E.
E. Fairbanks is at Oquossoc,Stillman, it being their 17th birth
pages ..............................................$1.00 per year
As tlie little group entered
where he is employed on the build day.
LOCAL E D IT IO N
ing of the log church which- is to be the dining room, they found their
18 and 16 p a g e s .......... .............. •••• $1.50 per year
places by dainty gilt-edged place
n . n ^ i « n , Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub erected there.
Don’t forget the dance at the card® on which, two little twins were
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
There was also a unique
6 cents extra.
Grange halli next
Saturday night. painted.
Same music as last week, Leon, Wing Davor containing a verse for each
one.
The birthday cake which was
Entered as second class matter. January 81. and Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison,
19*9, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hunto on have decorated in green and white with
the A ct of March 3.1879.
was much adtaken rent ever the bakery on; Main the letters P. H.
street.
Mr. Huntoon iis employed- as mined by all a® was the deiliciouis
The Maine WoodB thoroughly covers the entire
The young
people
machinist for the International! Mfg. lobster saflad.
State ot Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. Camphave many firiend® here who join
U and Outing news, and the Franklin county Co.
oeally.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Kinney and with those present in wishing “ the
Maine Woods solicits communications and flsb
two
children of WaterviWe were in twin®’’ many happy return® of the
and game photographs from its readers.
of her day.
When ordering the address oi your paper town the past week, guests
Mirs. Stanley B'laisdelOi, day operat
hanged, please give the old as well as new parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Hesadress.
or in. the office of the Farmers’ Co
cock.
They came by auto.
The family of Mr. Bay Estes of operative Telephone Co., has been
T H U R S D A Y , J U N E 15, 1916.
Melrose, Mas®., will pass the sum confined to her home the past W'eek
mer at their camp at Grand Lake c,r so by illness.
M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H Stream.
Never wa® there a worse June for
Mrs. Este® was Miss Meilplanting, etc., than has been the pre
lie Timberlake of Phillips.
Only a few hours’ sun
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Phillip® friend® extend felicitation® sent one.
Sunday, June 18.—Morning wor to Mr, and Mrs. Oani Henning® on shine .for the entire time and. a
ship, 19.45.
Sermon,, “ Th,e Way to the birth of a sen, June 3. Mr. Hen heavy rain much of the time. Many
a Grown.’'
Sunday sohoofl, 12. Ep- nings is employed at the Rangeley have not been able to get their gar
worth League devotional! meeting, 7. Lake House a® assistant head waiter dens planted and it lock® now as if
Subject, “ Christian, Activity Accord where he ha® been very popular for garden vegetables would be a minus
ing to Holy Spirit Standard.” Lead several years past.
quantity this year.
Possibly the
hay
and
fruit,
crop
will
make up for
er, Agnes Ross.
Gospel service of
Mrs. Emma Shepard, who had the
song and praise, 7.30.
misfortune to break her collar bone blue scarcity cf garden truck as every
Thursday, June 22.—Midweek pray recently, is, getting along a® well as indication, points, toa fine, harvest of
Many of the “ sure”
er meeting, 7.30.
can be expected, and i® able to be these .products.
local
weather
prophets
predict that
up around, the house a part of the
we shall have about the same wealthtime.
Her
daughter,
Mrs.
S.
E.
FEDERATED CHURCH.
Austin cf Lewiston is planning to e- all through, June that we are now
experiencing.
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor. come in a few days to remain with
Rev. H. A. Child® of Rangeley ad
Calendar for week ending June her for a few weeks.
Hon. and Mrs. N. P. Noble, Mi®s dressed the Oddi Fellows and Rebek24.
,
Sunday, June 18: 10.45.—Morning Kathleen, Noble, Mrs. J. W. Brackett ah® at their ball last Sunday when
they observed Memorial Sunday. He
worship. Sermon before Phillips and Miss Miriam Brackett will gc to
gave a most admirable talk and those
Brunswick
next
week
to
attend
the
High school, class 1916. “ Ambition.”
graduating exercises, of Bowdcin Coll, woh attended were loud in their
12.10.— Sundiay school.
Hen,. James, Morrison
Scott praise o,f it.
Thursday, June 22: 7.00.—Prayer lege, Lew M. Nobile and J.
secured his service®' for Memorial Day
meeting. Topic: “ Plucking
Grain Brackett being members of the class
and his address at that time was so
of 1916.
on the Sabbath.”
Mis® Gertrude Grant has- accepted well 'liked that the committee having
a position as head stenographer in the arrangement® in charge for this
W E S T P H IL L IP S
one of the largest since manufactur Memorial1Day decided that the choice
She of Mr. Child® for a speaker would
Sunday
afternoon,, 3 o’clock.— ing plant® ini New England,.
He took fer his sub
Preaching service. Sermon, “ Where will have charge of 27 stenograph be a wise one.
ers and is to begin her work July ject, “The Altar and the B ook /’ and
God Lives.”
his audience found, that although he
lOthi
Friends of Miss Lucille French will was not a member that he could, find
R E S O L U T IO N S OF R E S P E C T
be interested. to leairn that -she l as many interesting thing® to talk abeen engaged a® pianist at the Cho- bout, and that many of the princip
Whereas God, in his infinite wis corna Inn, N. H., for this Beason les of Odd Fellowship are founded
dom, has seen fit to remove from and will begin her duties about the upon the Bock.
Mr. W. S. Kelley,
our midst Brother Elibridge Diilil, we first of Ju’y.
She will be accom with, Mrs. J. Blaine Mcnrison accom
do hereby resolve that in the death panied by a friend who play® the vio panist, pleasingly rendered “ A Per
of Brother Dill this lodge ha® lost a lin.
Mr. Child® was accom
Mrs. French, plans to remain fect Day.”
member worthy of our respect and in Boston, most of the time with, Mrs. panied by Matt. Oh iCds and they came
esteem, one who has always been M. J. Sawyer.
by auto, J. Sherman, Hoar being the
true to the principles of our order,
Walter Grover, formerly of Phillips, chauffeur.
and a man, of social disposition.
At the annual of the
King’s
but new of Chicago, 118., was in PhilResolved: That we do hereby ex lip® this week calling on bis friends Daughter® to be held at the Parish
tend our sincere sympathy to the who were glilad to see him. jMr. Grov Hcuse Friday cf this -week, a tast
family and relatives of the deceased er left town about 13 years ago and ing party will he enjoyed and the
in their bereavement, and commend •ha® been back once since, four years members are requested to bring a
them to the care and protection cf ago.
He is in the. empliioy of the contribution.
Him who ever feed® for those who Telephone Company of Chicago. Mr®.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ross will]
weep.
Grover accompanied him to Wifton., hold a reception at their home on
Resolved:
That a copy of those where she is visiting her relatives Rcss Avenue Saturday evening, June
resolution® be spread upon, the re and, waUii remain for a few weeks, 17, to which all are cordially invited.
cords of the lodge, also published in while Mr. Grover will return to Ms If stormy the affair wi'lli be postponed.
the Maine Woods and a copy sent work.
The 1913 Olujb wild be entertained
The primary election for afj!i part by Mrs. Ida Morton this week.
to the family of the deceased.
ies wil'd, be held at the engine hcuse
F. B. Davenport,
Mrs. Allie Williams ard Mr. and
on Monday, the- 19th of June, 1916, Mrs. Ira Whittemore were in Phillips
Emma Greenwood,
for the purpose c f nominating can last week, accompanying the remains
Berta Holt,
didate® to be voted for on the 2nd j of their father, Mr. Wilson C. Beel.
Committee on, Resolutions.
Monday of ,September, next.
PoICis A nephew, S. H. Bradbury of Skowhewild! open at 12 o'clock noon and gan was also present at the funeral.
M A R R IA G E S
close, at 9 p. m.
Many friends are glad to greet Mr.
The King’s Daughters wiif hold and Mrs. F. H. Wilbur who arrived
Augusta, May 22, by Rev. W. L.
their annual at the Parish House Fri from Minneapolis, Minn , Wednesday
Layton, Mr. Frank L. Chapman of
day evening, June 16th, and tl:e fol night. They will be in town a few
Industry andi Mrs. Bertha E. Wells
lowing invitationn is extended to all j days before going to the Wilbur cot
of Fayette.
( 1 1
members:
tage on Rangeley Lake where they
Phillip®:, June 10, by Rev. Bessie A “ calendar party” we bid ycu at
will pass most of vacation days that
F. Crowell, F. Howard, Ross and
tend,
Mr. Wilbur may enjoy the fishing.
Mattie Pearl Bunnell, both, of Phil For there ycu’lili meet many a funHon. and Mrs. Joel Wilbur and Miss
lips.
loving friend;
Gcorgine Wilbur will accompany them
W e’ll spend all the evening in mirth
Next Sundy Rev. M. S. Hutchins
DEATHS.
and in cheer,
i will conduct services at the church at
And take a nice trip through the West Phillips at 3 o ’ clock in the afterPhillip®, June 12, Mrs. Loui®iana
mouths of thie year.
’ noon.
Hinman, aged 86 years.
On Tuesday evening Misses Alice
B. Frank Beal las been suffering
Parker, Sarah, and BerifUa McKenzie ! with blood poison in his foot but is able
Gertrude Stillman, C. H. McKenzie, to be about again.
R ig h t T h in g to Mseertnin.
The funeral services of Mrs. Louisi
Never ask liow much you can get for
an article. Ask at how low a price you
A g o o d p iece o f S ilver, ana Hinman, who passed away Monday
morning, were held Wednesday after
can sell at a profit.—W. Whitely.
Gold or a je w e l is a th in g noon at the home of her daughter, Mrs
M. A. Hood, where Mrs. Hinman has
U n ive rsa l Coin.
sen tim en t, a m em en to made her home for some years. Mrs.
Happiness pays dividends in the o f
Hinman has been an invalid fora long
only coin that is current in all lands
w hich w ill ou tlive the g iv e r time and has been tenderly cared for
and at all times.
by her daughter and also visited as oft
or th e ow ner.
en as possible by her other daughter
Mrs. Dora Granger.
Rev. M. S
Popular Dissipation.
CRONKHITE’S, The Jeweler
Hutchins officiated, and Undertaker
It is possible to dissipate without
the aid of strong drink; a good many
Chandler took charge.
!
Phillips, Maine.
people eat that way.—Atchison Glob#.
Mrs. E. C Higgins was called out of
town Tuesday by the death of an aunt.

Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Soule, Jr. of
Valley Creek, Alaska, are at the Elm
wood for a few days and are calling on
relatives. Mr. Soule is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. T. Soule of Brockton,
Mass., the latter formerly Miss Myra
Cummings of Phillips. Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Soule, senior, will come to Phil
lips the latter part of this month to
pass the summer and have engaged
board with Miss Luette Timberlake.
Mason Dutton, of Springvaile will
come Friday of this week to pass
the summer in town with hd® aunt,
Mlrs)/ H. W. True.
We are pliea®edi
to report that he is much, improved
in iheailith. an|d trust that a summer
out o f doors will' fully restore him to
health.

Mrs. H. B. Austin, has been con
fined, to her heme by illness this
week.
Mrs. Cyrus Young has been having
a bad time with, her right hand as
the result c,f blood poisoning.
Several, from, town are attending
the Pomona Grange meeting which
is held with the Weld' Grange today.
Col. E. C. Summer, candidate for
Congress, wa®, in, town Wednesday,
calling on the voters.
He was ac
companied by W. L. Jones of Strong.
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READ T H E
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MAINE WOODS
Conducts a first class job printing departn ent i
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work i

W h y n o t le t u s H e lp
you

w itH

your

a d v e r t is i n g ?

We design and print Books, Leaflet* Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

HAVE YOU GOT A

STAMP BOOK
YET?

If not come in and let

us show you the

Advantage of a Stamp Account.
The stamps are given at
our Main St. Store (not at the
grocery store) one for each
10c cash purchase, and will be
redeemed for any of the val
uable prizes in our window,
and many others inside.

c.

h.

McKenzie

t r a d in g co.

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
nm cent a word in advance. N o headline
,ti« di*pl*T- Subjects in a. b. c. order

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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g o v e r n m e n t e sta b lish e s rifle sh o o tin g

SCHOOL FOR CIVILIANS IN MARYLAND

FOR SALE—Desirable house lots In
Address Maine Woo<js.

Phillips.

F IV E

AMONG OUR
ADVERTISERS
Go to C. M. Hoyt’s for crockery
and glass jars for canning.

FOR SALE—Pressed sbnaw. Small
pigs and shoots.
B. F. Beal, Fl aillips, Me.

Toctl.aker ha® just received some
very nice pickle®.

POR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
jotmd, acclimated horses. Both heavy
md light. ’Phone 14-4. R. C. Roas,
Phillips, Me.

E. H. W-Lrittn.ey has a large line cf
nice new wagon sponges.

FOR SALE—The W. C. Beal farm.
B. F. Beal, FhifiUAp®, Me.

George Bean has native lettuce,
onion® and oniicn tops, just the things
for an appetizing salad.

pOR SALE OR TO RJEJNT— Camp in
ilaine woods, fully fumisihied, all con
veniences, incHuriimig motor boat. For
particulars apply to Maine Woods.

Make year olid suit look like new;
buy a new pair of pants at Hoyt’s
clothing store.

POR SALE—Farm and land in Phil
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
minutes walk from station.
Write
tor particulars. D. R. Ross, Phiflildps,

We are agents for NatoJ. the great
est dyspepsia remedy known. Floyd
E. Parker.

N91"RIFLE MEN N?4 SHOOTERSCAMP
SHOOTINGAT200 ON THE RANGE
YARD TARGETS N?5 SCHOOLBOY
N92 500YARD AND CIVILIAN
FIRING POINT RIFLE CLUB

Me-

-mo« Ar>vriNj«;
Tt?OADMINlS-

Cam and look over A, G. iGroinkhate’s fine new line of Sainton! mes
sage cards.

MEMBERSARRIVE
nMTHPUAMrr

TRATIONBUILDING
THERANGE
HEADQUARTERS OF N?3 THE TARGET
COMMANDINGOFFICER FRAMESINOPERATION

L

pOR SALE—Barred Rock eggs. Good
cro6g of prize winning birds. Special
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 60
cent3. Hannah E. Buker, Wold, Me.

C, F. Chandler & Son have a new
stock of dining room tables and
In the brief history of rifle sheet
flocks of turkeys and white Orping chairs.
T h e Range A t W in th ro p , Md.
ing as a sport in the United States
ton chickens, some ducks, a small
FOR SERVICE—White Cheater boar. nothing lias ever approached the s-erNew lot cf shirtwaists, thin dress
And this brings us to the prob flock cf sheep, etc.
Don Ross, Phillips, Me.
ious efforts now being made in the lem which Capt. William C. Hanllee,
es and middy blouses just received at
And all this ha® been aecomip.lisilitCapital City of the Nation to place of the United States Marine Corps, is
-McKenzie’s.
ed with practically no cost to the
W ANTED— (Main owning
horse to tlie sport on a permanent and prac
trying to solve with the people of Government, the officers of the range
hive Grand Union Tea Cart through tical basis.
The Sedgeley store say®; that Nemo
Washington, D. C., and the rifle having been lucky in obtaining the
Philips, Strong, Kingfiiekl and sur
corsets No. 319 wilil advance from $3
It is of vital interest to every cit range at Winthrop, Md. Asi a matter assignment’ to them vcommand ‘'"T
of
.
_ ,
.
,
rounding towns.
izen in this country to know that of cold truth the problem is no long good mechanics, carpenters, and oth to $3.50 July 1st, by order cf the
manufacturer.
some day read soon it may be pos er a problem, for the answer is er skilled laborers, including a black
WANTED—Horses and young stock
sible for anyone so inclined to spend shown, by the practical results already smith.
to pasture in the
Morton pasture
Now is the time to get your Paris
subsequently be
an afternoon or a whole day on the obtained, as will
When- the marines came to Winth- green, and Bowker’s pyrox before
near Mt. Blue.
F. A.
Phillips.
shown.
rifle range in or near any of our
rop they fcun-d most of the 1,000 prices are advanced, a®, they ape go
Maine Telephone 36-2.
Some six years ago the site cf the acres pretty densely wooded.
cities, large and small, and learn all
So, at
The Phillips Hard
FIREARMS AND ANTIQUES. Buy, there is to know about riffle shooting present Winthrop Rifle Range con the request of the -range official®: ing to .be later.
sell, exchange ali sorts
of old-time as a sport and pastime, and when sisted of a thousand acres of swamp experts from the forest service visit ware Co. can supply your needs at
the present time.
and modern, firearms. Stephen. Van that time com es our people will flock laud and pine woods, mosquito in ed the range and there scientifically
Today “thinned out” the growth.
Renssalaer, Antiques, 22 East 34-th to these ranges and learn for the fested and malaria ridden..
As soon
And Some A re N e ithe r.
first time that here indeed1 is a spent one of the trimmest little army as this was done, by blazing trees
Street, New York.
Some people are popular, others ar®
posts in the country is a living testi that could be dispensed with,
fit for kings.
the
content merely to be efficient.—Phil
WANTED—First-class man cook for
There are many government rifle mony to the unselfish devotion to cutting began, with the result attest adelphia Ledger.
boys’ summer camp. North Belgrade,
ambition
by
a
few
officers
of
the
scattered
throughout
the I Marine Corps in the face of obstac- ed in the many up-to-date buildings
Maine. Best of references required. range*
length and breadth of this Hand of les that would discourage the aver at the post.
One p au|t ^ o p tim is ts .
Good pay to right man.
Apply to
ours, but the principle o f their oper age man.
But the men of the ma
So large has the community grown
Some people are such optimists that
Henry Richards, Gardiner, Me.
ation. is entirely wrong, or else their rines are not m5.de cf the stuff that that the Post office Department has they lose their temper with you If you
FOR RENT—“Birch Point Lodge,’ reason for existence is totally mis wilts in. the face o f fine and as a created Winthrop, a fourth class of- j don’t cheer up to suit ’em.
Large sum® o f money result Winthrop stands today Hugh fice, and one of the enlisted men
Situated on L^ke Mopselq^kweguntic understood.
purchase and dry cn a firm foundation, lit era!- has been appointed postmaster.
directly opposite
“ The
Birches,” have been expended to
In addition to the ordinary routine
known as the Newport of Maine. suitable ground fcj* riffle ranges and 'y and figuratively.
Starting out with a little lumber of running the post, which is quite a
Unquestionably fch® most beautiful the expensive equipment necessary to
spot in the Rangeley Lake country. bring everything up to standard re secured through the quartermaster’s varied and considerable undertaking.
Yet alii we have to department and a small .saw mill, ob
Comfortably accommodates fourteen quirements.
Lieutenant Price and Lieutenant Shiul
persons, modern plumbing, ice bouse show for our efforts is; a magnificent tained from, the same source, the
er, with their ninety men, of course,
riffle
range
where
a
few
hundred
community has been built, up until
foD, wood shed stocked, motor boat,
rowboats and canoes, all in good and in some cases a thousand or two now it has spacious mess halls, gal make th-e prime object of the range
or
National
Guardsmen leys, officers’ quarters, an adminis — the teaching of
marksmanship—
condition. Salmon and trout fishing. regulars
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway, spend a -few days each year in a com tration building, an, ice plant, atn elec their first consideration. And they
mendable effort to become proficient tric light plant, a garden which in manage to turn out remarkably effic
New York City.
in the art of riffle shooting.
summer produces more than enough
ient sharpshooters from the various
WANTED—Men to work on Kingfield
It should be possible for anycne for the ninety men stationed there
bridge. Rate 25 cents per hour. interested in rifle
‘Tooting,
from and whoever else cbonices- to he at groups of 100 to 200 marines and
Come ready to work. Address Sand whatever motives, to go to the rifle the post.
In. live stock there are bluejackets who are always, at the
range at any time and shoct to his on- the post exchange farm a fine range from other posts and from
ers Engineering Co., Kiugfiield, Me.
heart's content.
But it is not, and drove of hogs—which, by the way, tlie fleets to take the riflemen
I shall receive a new line o f
WANTED—A few summer boarders there’s the rub.
finds shelter in an old army tent— courses.
sport
hats this week.
Also
at Grand View Farm. Good fishing
sqme pretty styles in the white
and hunting.
Anyone looking for a
dress hats.
quiet, heaiitihful place wSilil- do weld to
Let o s Hope r*ot.
inquire at Maine Woods office.
“ We are just like one big family
in our suburb.”
“Is the scrapping
B. M . P E R K IN S ,
FCR SALE—Team outfit, horses, that bad?”
weighing 3200, nine and ten, clever;,
Phillips,
Maine
goal order, good workers;
harness,
O p tim is tic T h o u g h t.
wagon and sleds, near'y new, aTili in
The just give men a patient hearing
good repair. Wifi sell cheap. If in hoping they will show proofs they are
_________
tenested come and see them-, or ad not evil.
dress Box 35, Fayette, Maine.

SPRING AND
SUMMER
MILLINERY

BIC RESULTS

O p tim is tic

T h o u g h t.

Had justice always ruled
BOARDERS wanted at Camp Dewey
Vainmun Pond.
Best c f ' camp ser been unknown.
vice. Boats to let, fine beadhi fer
bathing. Weekly boarders taken-. Only J U L Y N U M B E R
$7.00 to $10.50 per week, according
to -rcom. Write Mrs. H. E. Farmer,
Temple, Me.
1
I

PRTCE
*5 CTS.

FOR SALE—Hansel: olid
funni-tuire,
stove, ice cream freezer, washing
Madi-ine, giraphophone with. 200 re
cords. gteli che-aip if taken at onc.e.
Mrs. F. J. Tocithaker, P-hiilMilip®, Me.
Tel. 16-11.
for SALE—My hotel,
camp® and
land at Carry Pond.
Will ee'll to
tie right painty on easy terms. W ill
take house, house Hots ar farm- prior?erD’ as payment at its value.
H en ry
J- Lane, Carry Pond, Me.
THE

MAN
TO
W IN ,
EDW ARD
C LARENC E P L U M M E R .

Candidate for N o m in a tio n
gress.

Con

Edited by CHARLES BRADFORD
The only all-angling publication in
America. Devoted entirely to fishes
.Farmer boy, cotton mi’ll hand, sail- and fishing. Fishing resort advertise
°a Bowdoin College, das® c f ’87, ments, 3 cts. a word. Display, 25 cts.
navy officer in Spanish- war, success
Subscription, $1.00 a year.
Single
ful buismes-s man.
-Sixteen- years in
copy 25 cts.
Washington.
No. 1328 Broadway,
He can meet and beat McGiilM-cuddy
New York
—Adv.
to

FR O M S M A L L ADS.

mercy had
__________

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
L o o k arou n d and see i f you h av en ’t som e F ire A rm s,
FOR

B oa ts,

A D o g , A n A u tom ob ile, A Cam era, T en t,

H am 

m ock o r s o m e th in g else you d on ’t w ant.

Someone else is sure to want it
W e h av e sold th in g s f o r others, and w e can d o the
sam e f o r y ou .

R ates one cen t a w ord in advance.
A d d ress, Classified D epa rtm en t,
M A IN E W O O D ,
Phillips, M aine

GUNS A N D
F I S H - R O J> S
William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. H e was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
L^se NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM. F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.

M A IN E

PAG E S IX
T W E N T Y -F IR S T A N N U A L M ID S U M 
M ER O U T IN G .

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

Canoes, boats and equipment.

BOOKS
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FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

The Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and
Game Association desires to express
(C o n tin u e d fro m page th re e )
its appreciation of the generosity of
trout during the meet wall be given the following companies:, clubs and
T h e follow ing books are endorsed
a steel fislh rod presented by the J. individuals who have helped make
ELLS about the
ESCRIBES in a
Hudson Bay Com
H. Stetson Co., Lewiston., Me.
by
leading publishers, hunters, trap
the meet a success by their donations
practical man- pany; Northern Indiansl
To tine gentleman catclhing the of prizes.
|ner, the
training,
pers and sportsmen in N orth A m erica.
and their Modes of|
\g a m m e r
handling, treatment, Hunting, Trapping, etc
largest trout during tine meet will
T h e inform ation they contain is re
breeds,
etc.,
best
Provisions f o r t h e
be given a Martin’s “ DeLuxer’ enam T H E W IL L IA M T E L L C L U B
liable, having been gathered from ac
[adapted for n i g h t Wilderness, Things to
el line valued at $5.00 presented 'by T H E MAJlNE C E N T R A L R A IL R O A D
hunting, as well as Avoid, etc., etc. The
E. J. Martin’s Sen®, Rockville, Conn. H A L L & K N IG H T H A R D W A R E CO., tual expiences and successful experi
gun dogs for daylight author (Martin Hunter)
[sport. ' This book is was with the Hudson
This is one of the very finest fisih
L e w isto n , Me. ments o f men w h o are leaders in the
not intended for the Bay Company for about
lines manufactured.
J. H. S T E TS O N CO., L e w isto n , Me. different branches covered by these
field trial dog men, 40 years—--from 1863 to
For the largest salmon caught dur B E R R Y P A P E R CO.,
L e w isto n , Me. w orks.
but is for the real 1903 and the informa
dog men who delight tion is given from al
ing the meet wall be given a Mart R IC E & M IL L E R CO.,
T h e s e books should be in the
in chases that are most a half century’s^ B
in’s “ Highest Quality” enamel line
Bangor, Me.
hands o f every man w ho goes into
genuine.
Contains experience. This book contains 277 pages,
valued at $3.50, presented iby E. J. B A T E S -S T R E E T S H IR T CO.,
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus thirty-seven chapters as follows:
the
w
oods,
either
for
pleasure
or
L e w isto n , Me.
Martin’s Sous, Rockville, Comm.
f.
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Crmpany; The "Free Trader"

HUNTING DOGS

D

YO U N G F O L K S ’ P R IZ E

For the largest fisih. of any kind
caught during the meet by a boy or
girl under 15 will be given a Mar
tin’s “ Kingfisihier” Black
Wonder
line.
Cat dines should be weighed and reg
istered by the hotel clerk.
W H IS T

P R IZ E S

|

Whist will be played by the ladies
under rules, to be made at the meet,
and th.e following prizes have been
provided.
Several pieces of pillow tubing
presented by tine Continental Mills,
Lewiston, Me.
A quilt presented by the
Bates
Manufacturing Co., Lewiston, Me.
A pair of ladies’ sport shoes pre
sented by Wise & Cooper Co., Au
burn, Me.
TO T H E DONORS OF P R IZ E S

The Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and
Game Association desires to express
its indebtedness to the following
manufacturers of firearms and sport
ing equipment wiho this year and in
years past have helped make fine out
ings a success by generous donations
for prizes.
W,e would ask members
to keep in mind; that these firm® are
leaders in their respective lines, and
that they are liberal donor% to this
association, and as suoh are entitled
to especial consideration.

I *

THE
W IN C H E S T E R
R E P E A T IN G
A R M S CO.,
New Haven, Conn.

Manufacturers of riffles, shotguns
and small arms ammunition.
T H E M A R L IN A R M S C O R P O R A 
T IO N ,
N ew Haven, Conn.

shot

guns.

F. A . P A T R IC K & CO.,
D u lu th ,

Repeating

rifle® and

M in n .

Ideal Reloading Tool®.
Patrick-Duluth Rigger-Tham-Wetaith^
er sporting garments.
H O R T O N M A N U F A C T U R IN G CO.,
B ris to l, Conn.

Makers of Bristol Steel
Rods and rod mountings.

Fishing

E. J. M A R T IN ’ S SONS,
R o c k v ille ,

Conn.

Designers and makers of “ King
fisher” brand braided silk lines.
T H E O LD T O W N C A N O E CO.,
O ldto w n,

B A T E S M A N U F A C T U R IN G CO.,
L e w isto n , Me.
C O N T IN E N T A L M IL L S ,
L e w isto n , Me.
W IS E & COOPER CO.,
i
A u b u rn , Me.
G. M. P A R K S ,
P rovidence, R. I.
H. B. ESTES,
A u b u rn , Me.
P R E S ID E N T R. J. HO DGSON,
L e w isto n , Me.

GOOD FISHING
AT LILY BAY
Among the recent guests at the
Lilly Ray House, Mocsebead Lake
who have made good catches are F.
J. Kennedy, Boston, Jack Barrets,
Baltimore and Herman
SeMgman,
Boston*.
Tine party fin 614 hours of
fishing brought in 14 large Bake
trout and cm being strung .on an or
dinary broom handle completely fill
ed it.
F. C. Morgan and W. H.
Goodaile of Philadelphia got three
nice ones in about two hours.
Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Price and R. H.
Braun were out 314 hours bringing
in eight, Mens. Price getting five and
Mir. Braun three.
Another party of
eleven who have been guests of R.
H, Stobie at his camps here far the
past 10 days have caught over 30
salmon besides many square tails and
lakers. iSorne of the largest salmon
weighed as follows:
A. E. McIntosh, Boston, one, 4
pounds; John Mofliloy, Boston, one, 5
pounds; John DeGrsay, Waterville,
one, 3 pounds; P. H. Hogan, Bos
ton, one, 4% pounds;
Joseph
B.
Scott, Fitchburg, Mas®.,
one,
4%
pounds; Jamies Stackhouse, Boston,
one, 4% pound®; Jehu A. Collins,
Boston, one, 3% pound®.
The F. H. Kimball party of Bath
have made dang© catches as also the
Shaw and Priest party of Bath at
their camps.
The Great Northern
auto trucks have commenced
run
ning from Liiy Bay to the big Ripogenu® dam, carrying cement and sup
plies.

profit.

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK of
instructions
tells how to trap
s n a r e , poisonp;.
and shoot. A
valuable b o o k
for trappers. If
all the methods
as given in this
had been stud
ied out by one
man and he had
begun trapping
when Columbus
discovered
America, more
than four hun
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My Fivst Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

e s c r i 
b e s the

D

GAME WARDEN
HAS EXCITING TRIP

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES

BOOK of
structions for]
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.
Ilarding. This book]
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,]
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed]
on good heavy pa
per. The most com-|
plete book on how
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Whereto Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
W h a t Is a W eed?
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
According to Webster’s Standard dic General information; Skinning and Stretch
tionary there are two definitions of a ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
weed: L Wild growth in the nature Market; Steel Traps.

C.

H.

,

M cK enzie T ra d in g
Phillips, Maine.

Co.,

of rank grass, undergrowth, or the
like. 2. Any plant growing in cultivat
ed ground to the injury of the crop
or desired vegetation, or to the dis
figurement of the place; an unsightly,
useless or injurious plant. The follow
ing note is added: A weed is a plant
that is not wanted. There are, there
fore, no species of weeds, for a plant
that is a weed in one place may not be
in another.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
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STEEL TRAPS

D1

ESCRIBES the
various makes
|and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
[This book contains

A

,333 Pages- 5 x 7 in-,

and 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Fewr Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T'apping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

HIS is one of the^3
S A valuable
m o s t practical
book for home books on woodcraft
steaders, hunters,ever written contain
prospectors, guidesing valuable informa
etc. The writer, tion for all lovers of
Mr. A. F. Wallace, the great outdoors.
an e x p e r i e n c e d The author of this
land surveyor, land book has spent years
cruiser and pros in the woods, so
pector, in his intro knows what is want
duction saysi^To ed by the woodsmen,
the men who fol mountain men, pros
low the compass, pectors, trappers find l
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed. the hardy outdoor people in general. It
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
can tell you all about things after they are There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
done (by someone else).” Contains about and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper, Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20 Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
chapters as follows:
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Fireaims,
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
cating; Early Surveys; Comer Marks; Mis ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
cellaneous Information; Points for Home ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowsteaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

I

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to
catch mink. This
book is edited by
A. R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows;
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

T

SCIENCE OF FISHING
. ^. T. ' l I E most _practiook on fish. rt N J-1- cal bbook
i S C I E N C E O F ! 1 ing ever published.
1! F I S H I N G Til T h e author says;
■ “ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
I book describes the
I fish, tells their habits
and H O W , W H E N
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the K IND of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Llandling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.
S7 ______ ...

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents

MAINE WOODS,

OFFFR
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Price, postpaid, cloth hound 6 0 cents

FUR FARMING

p r a c tic a l

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

Outfitting Indians. Trackers o f the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes, Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid. Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal.
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness. A Case
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts. Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neceesary. A Heroic Advemure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 6 0 cents.

fur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i o n, w i t h

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 6 0 cents.

T

Terms.

BOOK of
information
about fur-bearing
animals, enclos
ures, their habits,
care, etc., and is
th e recognized
authority on ftir
raising—now in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s . ^ !
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk
Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Gam© Warden lEmery Ward of Mil- Steel Traps.

linocket had an exciting time with a
bear whole on has last trip in the
Me. woods, an adventure which ended
badly for the bear.
Emery, who
only on his trip carries a revolver,
When, he arrived at Smith Brook saw
a big bear seated on. a rock at the
side of the stream, pulling out suck
ers with ihis paws.
The first shot
struck bruin in the body and hie fell
in the stream.. Recovering himself
he got ashore and mode for the
woods.
Ward followed (him/ up and
after some distance came face to
face with the wounded animail who
had turned round on his pursuer.
Without a moment’s hesitation Ward
fired again, and hitting the huge
animal between the eyes gave him
his quietus.
Mr. Ward reports that
there are traces in the woods of jacklight hunters and hopes to get a clos
er acquaintance with these so-catted
“ sports” whose non-observance' of the
game laws must inevitably lead to a
great diminution, of game When the
season opens.

Part 1-H u n tin g Dogs, Night Hunting. The
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog Train
ing for Skunk. Opossum and Mink. W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound. Training
-S p ecific Things to Teach, Training-Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2 Breed
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments o f the Dog. Part 3 -D o g L ore-S till Trail
ers vs Tonguers. Music. The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4 The
Hunting Deg Family—American Fox Hound. The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies. House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunte r -H is Views. Descriptive Table of Technical

CANADIAN WILDS

Phillips,
Maine

A n yon e of the above 60c*books and one year’s
subscription to M AINE W O O D S, outing edition

get and ail .rings cn at should be re
duced in exact proportion to the
length of the range.
This rule is
not followed however, as for in
stance the 20 yard pistol target as
smaller in proportion than it should
be.
The reason, for this, is that
when the original 20 yard target was
made, most of the revolver shooting
was done with .44 and .45 caliber
revolvers and the diameter of the
bullet had some effect on the calcu
lation®.

ANewQuestions

and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

THE

MOST P O P U L A R

R IF L E .

shooting.
i f yoni do not believe it,
try them cm fresh bar laundry soap
in comparison with the regular bul
lets.
The ever present .22 repeater,
wluen. properly treated, is not a toy
and considering the amount of mon
ey involved, pays big dividends in
the pleasure produced.

This is a dark and dismal secret,
and I really shou,!d met put i t dm
the columim anyway, but just bet wee
you and me—very
comfidemtialdy
speaking—I wish to state that the
most popular rifle is the .22 caliber
repeater.
Dozens of thie little lead ©lingers
are sold to one big game riflle in T H E S T A R T O F T H E S M A L L B O R E
spite cf the fact that most of the
LEAG U E.
comment and argument ia. the mag
azines is cm the big rifle. Perhaps
The National Rifle Association has
the reason there is so little
com  just announced the start o f the 1916
ment is because the .22 repeater so Small Bore Inter-Club competition.
capably fills the requirements in its A number o f our readers will un
field. It is surprising the amount doubtedly be interested to know
of pleasure which can be obtained something c f the conditions' govern
from the .22 repeater and one hund ing these matches.
They aire, brief
red .22 long rifle cartridges during ly, as follows :
an afternoon at tdie targets. Tihe net
Each team dm the league shoots ten
expense is about forty cents.
A matches1
— one each week— tor ten
sportsman may have a shotgun, or weeks.
The distance is fifty yards,
high power rifle, or both, but no each competitor firing twenty shots,
matter what other firearms die lias, ten. of them slow fire in the prone
somewhere dm bis collection you are position and ten shots rapid fire in
almost sure to find a .22 caliber re tlie sitting or kmeeil/inig position—time
peater.
The newer flight weight limit, two minutes for the ten shots.
takedown models ane ideal for canoe Any rifle made may be used cham
trips, fishing trips and ether expedi bered for .22 caliber rim. fire ammun
tions where the main object is not ition, and weighing .net over ten
hunting.
pounds. There are no restrictions in
There are two types of firearms regard to 'sights, trigger pull, etc.
which, are used tor small game—tlie
The target for both the slow fine
.22 rifle and the very small gauge and the rapid fire is a new one, hav
shotgun. Of course, the man who ing a ten ring one inch in, diameter
considers himself a true sportsman and rings half am inch apart.
The
does not use a Shotgun on still game black o f the l>Ull’&-eye is 3 inches in
as there certainly is no skill requir diameter— im ether words, the 8, 9,
ed to hit a squirrel with a shotgun and 10 rings are black. Small bore
at close range when he is sitting clubs are spiring! ng up like mush
there 'looking at you.
There is far rooms all over tlie country, and the
more satisfaction in proportion to N. R. A', antitciiipat© a record ,eg'.(try
the size of the animal in knocking a in the League this year.
squirrel out of the top of a tree
with a .22 repeater than there is in J. C. D., Harrisburg, Pa.
I am in the market for a repeat
anchoring a deer wtitb a high power
ing shotgun, 12 gauge, aliso a revcfly
rifle.
There is a wide latitude in the er for side arm in hunting bdig game.
choice of a .22 caliber repeater as Have considered the Colts and Smith
to weight, length of barrel, style cf & W esson o f large oalilberis. Will you
action, etc.
The length o f barrel kindly advise as to the best makes
makes mo practical difference so far to procure.
An®. You do not .state what you
as accuracy goes and neither does
weight provided you are able to hold are going to hunt with a shotgun so
the very light rifle steady. In select that it is rather hard to advise as
ing a rifle, therefore, you should to the proper barrel (length and bor
If you are going to get either
pick one rifled and chambered for ing.
the .22 long r ife cartridge aoid stick a Colt or Smith, & Wesson, I would
to that cartridge exclusively, using suggest the .45 CoUt cartridge, as this
either Lesmok or
semi-smokeless cartridge can now be used in either
powder. The length c f barrel and the Cc.lt or the new Smith & Wes
whether it is round or octagon makes son.
no difference.
As to choice of act
ion, this is up to you.
The rifle D. T. B., South Bethlehem, Pa.
1. Can you give me a practical
should he take-down and you should
be able to clean it from the breech, formula to ascertain the trajectory
for the 22 barrel, being small!, re of the flight of a bullet?
Ans. If you. know the time it takes
quires more care than the larger cal
the bullet to travel from the muzzle
ibers.
The sighit equipment can be any to the end cf the range, the formula
thing from the regular sights sup to use is H— 4 (T ) 2. “ H” equal®
plied with the rifle to a high priced the greatest height of trajectory in
telescope sight—probably the best feet and “ T ” equals the time of
sight, considering the cost, is a rear flight.
2. How is the standard American
peep sight with not too email an
aperture, the front sight to be pre target ascertained? By that I mean.,
ferably of the bead type— the ques how do experts know how large to
tion of whether ivory or gold being make the bull's-eye and rin gs:
Ans. There are no special rules
governed to a large extent by the
light conditions under which the for determining the size of a target.
rifle will be used.
A very light trig The Standard American, target is only
ger pull is not advisable—about a used for rifle shooting at ranges
from 200 yards down.
If you wish
four pound piuflil ||® right.
to
know
fliow
to
reduce
or increa'se
For ammunition use Lesmok or
semi-smokeless cartridges'. You wKfl the size c f the target for different
find the bellow point bullet cartrid ranges so as to make the quality of
ges suirprisiingiLy effective for game shooting necessary to make a given

L. F.
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ATWOOD'S

MEDICINE

i useful remedy to keep in the house, it s so good for stomach
bles, constipation, sick headache and bilious attac *s.
uring
past sixty years it has proved so dependable for man, vornan
, that in thousands of New England households it is looked upon as

he Old Home Remedy
B uy a 85c bottle a t nearest store, o r w rite for fr e e sample.----------" L . F .” M E D IC IN E C O .

PORTLAND,

MAINE^

3. What gases are formed (in the
burning of black gun powder?
Of
smokeless? Are these gase.s formed
very deadly?
Ans. There are a number of gases
produced when black powder burns;
carbon dioxide and nitrogen are among tlie most important.
Whe.
smokeless powder burns, there are
many different gas©® produced, the
composition of the gases depending
somewhat on, the pressure developed
in, the explosion, nitrons oxide being
the principal one. The gases formed
are not particularly deadly as they
are quickly dissipated into the at
m©sphere.
Of course, if they were
carefully collected and breathed,, I do
not think they would be conducive
to rosy cheeks and good health.
4. How is the range for accuracy
of a cartridge ascertained? By that
I mean the trajectory is so much at
a given distance; hew do they knew
at what range the rifle is suited?
Tests, I should think, would vary
too much' to verify it.
Ans. The range for accuracy of a
cartridge is rather an
indefinite
quantity.
It is determined by ex
periment.
Trajectory has nothing
to do with the accuracy of a cart
ridge.
5. Does th* Remington Autoload
ing .22 surpass tlie pump action .22
cf the same make?
As a whole,
which is your preference?
An®. This is a matter of prefer
ence.
C. D., Kansas Oity, Mo.
(My -22 caliber rifle does not seem
to shoct accurately.
I am afraid J
have negtlected it somewhat for the
barrel is rusted and, pitted in spots.
Can I hove it rebored and. rifled so
that it will be accurate again?
Ans. No.
After the metal lias
once been removed there is no way
of putting it bock again and rebon
ing and rerifling the barrel would
necessitate some process whereby the
barrel could be shrunk down small
enough so that there would be some
metal to cut away to come back to
the original size.
J. W. S., Freeport, III.
1. What can I hunt in Illinois in
Summer?
An®. Squirrels (gray, red or black
fex) can be hunted in Summer, the
seasen being from July 2d to No
vember 15thi (1915 laws).
R. C. S-, Blairstcwm, N. J.
A number of shooters around here
say that BD shot or buckshot injure
a full choke shotgun barrel. They
also say that the single ball load
should not be used.
Ans. Ammunition factories only
load BB shot and such sizes of buckshot as will chamber through, the
choke, that dis, each, layer of shot
mil- pass through the choke without
jamming.
In single ball loads in the
12 gauge, for instance, a one ounce
ball is the largest supplied. This will
feed through the choke without
touching it, it being guided down
the barrel by the wad behind it. You
are therefore absolutely safe in us
ing any standard factory loaded shell
loaded with BB shot or buckshot.

and walked away, while the train was
disabled, to learn that the Inland
Fish and Game Department has1 re
ceived word from the railroad offic
ials that the St. John express struck
and killed a moose near Drew and
that Game Warden J. S. Oisgood of
Prentiss was ordered to bury
the
carcass, whicih was done. The same
moose i® undoubtedly the chap con
cerned in each incident and accident.

NORTHERN MAINE
FISHING NEWS
C A M P F A IR V IE W , E D W IN F. F O W 
L E R , PROP., P A T T E N , M E.

O UTLET

H O U SE

AND

CAM PS,

M O O S E H E A D , M A IN E .

June 8.—Fishing continue® very
good at the above resort.
Chos. E.
Newton of Hudson, Mass., has made
a record catch, not so many in
numbers a® Hoe hast in former year®,
but larger fishi.
On Jam© 4th., -be
fore breakfast, he Handed a 3-pound
square tail trout, and before night
had one two-pounder, cue 2% pound®
and several around one pound each,
also several small salmon. Mrs*. Fow
ler landed a 2%-pound- trout, and sev
eral small trout, and E. F. Fowler,
Prop., a 3%-pound salmons, caught on
a Parmacheeue Belle Fly.
Senator
Converse returned to his heme in
Worcester, Mass., taking with him,
some large trout and salmon.
Mr.
James Mitchell also of Worcester had
extra goed luck in getting the large
fish..

G.
A. Foster and Wesley E. Ives;
Meriden, Conn., 14 square tail and
two lake trout.
A Boston party
composed of F. L. Deehl, E. W.
Diehe-l, N. T. Libby, J . E. Lott and
W, L. Fisk, got 22 square tail and
13 lake trout.
F. L. Diehel also
secured a 5%-pounds salmon,
Leo
Bova, Jr., of Boston, 3-pound square
tail, and Leo E. Bova a 5-pound sal
mon.
G. M. Lancy and wife of
Hairtlamd, two square tail trout, and
Mir. and Mrs, J. W. Nason of Pitts
field, three lake trout.
Ohas. C.
Stelle of Brooklyn; N. Y., six square
tail and two lake trout.
[Mists G. L.
Hammett of Troy, N. Y., two square
tail and one lake trout. Dr. and Mins.
P. W. Hess, Pawtucket, R. I., seven
Square Lake Camps, J. P.
Y erxa,
square tail. C, T, Shiaittuck of NorthP rop., Square Lake, A roo stook
boro, Mass., six square tail and one
C ounty, Me.
lake trout.
Dr. Neatly, Ed. Blake
and Joe Gould of Bangor, 32 salmon
Word comes from the above camps and three square tail trout.
that the fishing is the best ever, a
large number of salmon, being taken
in sight of camp.
Mir. and Mrs.
Lester Tarbelffi of Bangor, spent sev
eral days there last week. Mrs. Tarbelil wa® very successful in landing
several nice salmon.. Dr. Tarbell and
wife cf Smyrna Mills hooked ten
The Inland Fish and Gam® Comnice salmon last week.
Mr. Sam misision has posted notices for a hear
mons and -Mr. Piper of Swift & Co., ing at 10 a. m. Thursday, June 22, at
Boston, were among the lucky ones, the hotel at Cherryifield to consider
taking 12 salmon, two large togue, the question of whether or not fish
three trout and one rainbow trout Ln way® are required in the dams afive days, salmon weighing from 3 cros® the Naraguiagus river.
to 7 pounds, togue 10 and 12 pound®,
It will be
remembered that on
trout 3 pounds.
Richard Palmer of
March 1, 1916, a hearing was given at
Bangor landed a 7-pound salmon one
the office of the commission at the
day last week.
State House, which was largely at
tended by interested parties.
The
In le t S p o rtin g Camps, C. H. F raser,
owners and operators of saw mills on
P rop., Square Lake, G uerette,
the river said they did not oppose
Me,
j
the fishways so much on tlie account
of ©xpense, Which they would 'be
A party from Limestone were at
obliged' to bear, but that the water
the above camp® from May 1st to
was already so tow that they were
May 3rd, consisting of Harold Chase,
bothered at time® about running their
R. R. Gammon, P. E. Higgins; Rich
mills.
They also denied that any
ard Downing®, catching 56 fish of
considerable amount of fish existed
whacih only five were trout, all oth
in thie river.
ers being salmon, ranging from iy2
to 5 pounds.
Trout from 1 to 3 The petitions for the fishways
pounds, total weight 56 fish, about claimed that the water supply was
125 pounds.
J. B. Ballou, Medford:, ample for all purpose® and that sal
Mas®., Geo, Howe, Caribou, Me., from mon, trout and other fish- were in
May 3rd to 13th, 43 fish., four trout, the river and that a fishway wa®
39 salmon, total
weight over 130 necessary.
pound®.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Jones
of Caribou, Me., since May 8th to
June 6th have taken five togue, 16
treut, 46 salmon.. Smallest tcgiue 7
pounds, largest 10 pounds, 16 trout
30 pounds, salmon, about 100 pound®.
All other parties have had good
catches.
W. A. Wall®, Rev, R. E.
Carter aud Rev. R. E. Dennison ail
of New Haven, Conn., from May 23rd
to June 2nd caught fish every day.
Others outside of the state who made
good catches were O. W. Eaton, -H.
C. Robinson, Arthur Seaworthy
cf
New Bedford, Mass., Dr. Fred A.
Simmons', Brockton, Mass., J. A. Buf
fington, Providence, R. I., W.
E.
Y ou r F am ily deserves
Hitchcock, Branford, Ccnn., D,r. C.
th e Best
D. Estabrock, Worcester, Mass.

J. A. R., Rowayton, Conn.
My .22 repeater sheets to the left
and I cannet move the rear sight.
If I know which way to move it, I
can drive the front sight in the
C A P E jN S , C A P E N S ,
M A IN E ,
notch so that the rifle wifi shoot T H E
MOOSEHEAD LAKE.
true.
Ans. Move your front sight to
The day's catch, June 3, at above
wards the left.
This, will make the
resort:
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Ham,
bullets shoot fu rtiicr to the right.
Portland, five togue, two lakers, 26
pounds in all.
Mr. and Mrs. B. P.
Sawyer, Dover, four togue, 13 tbs.,
one salmcn, 5 pounds. Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Hoxie, Lowell, Mas®., cne 6piound salmon, two square tail, one
3% pound®, one IV2 pounds, 6 togue.
Gilbert Patten and A. F. Beverage,
Camden, cne 5*4-pound. salmon; eight
togue, one square tail. C. S. Ashley,
New Bedford, Mas®., one 4-pound sal
mon, three tegue. John Neild, New
It will he c f interest in connection Bedford, Mass., three tegue. J. W.
with the published stcry of the Bannister, New Bedford, Mass., five
moose which was struck by the St. lakers, two square tali, one 4%-pound
Dr. and Mrs. C, E. Farr,
John express near Drew and got up salmon!.

SAME MOOSE IN
BOTH INCIDENTS

New York City, three square tail, one
White fish, one togue 6 pound®, two
salmon, 4 pound® each.
Dr. and
Mrs. W. H. Thompson, Portland, one
square tail, two togue.
June 5:
John Neild, New Bed
ford, Mass., three togue, one 4% lb®.
C. S. Ashley and J. W. Bannister,
New Bedford, Mass., two square toil,
eight togue, one 8% pounds. Mr. and
Mrs. S. B. Ham,
Portland, four
togue, one square tail. Mr. and Mrs.
B. P, Sawyer, Dover, five togue, two
square tail.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Hoxie, Lowell, Mas®., five togue. Dr.
and Mrs, H, G. Hiichborn, Boston,
nine togue, one 8% pounds. H. R.
Hichbom, Stockton Springs, Maine,
tw~ square tail.

HEARING TO BE
AT CHERRYFIELD

THE YOUTH’S
COMPANION
^

will bring it to them

Rare Issues a Year—all of the
very best—and the most also.
Twice as much reading as any
monthly magazine gives.

9

Great Serials in 1916, and
also 2 5 0 Short Stories ...

Rare Articles by Specialists, Edi
torial Page, Family Page, Boys’
Page, Girls’ Page, Children’ s Page,
Doctor’ s Advice, and “ ton sof fun. ”
S E N D T O - D A Y . $2.00 for fifty-two
Issues for 1916. Companion Home Cal
endar for 1916 included if you send at once.

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION, Bo*t<m, Mu*.
Three Current Issues Sent Free.

*
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RECENT ARRIVALS

NOVEL USE FOR MOTORCYCLE

AT ELMWOOD
The following have recently reg
istered at the Elmwood hotel, FhdiLULps:
H. S. Packard, Augusta; R.
A. Scamniellil, J. F. Riston, Cibairlies. H.
Perkins, Mir. and Mirs. George Reed,
J. A. Desohiemes, I.ra L. Nevinsi, Mrs.
G. Hiairtwiellli, Lewiston; C. C. Whit
ney, DixfieM; Leroy W. Bliss, Mid
dletown, Conn.; Benj. Dodge, Phi'lMips; H. W. Ryder, E. L. Cowan,
Hainry S. Lee, E, M. Charlton, A. W.
Watt, A. Leon Esity, Thomas W.
Keating, E. G. Weston, Boston; HL. Hiaskellil, J. C. Gerry, E. R. Files,
A. N. Kitciben, Walter H. Norris, H.
R. Ranidelil, F. H. Hewey, J. J. King,
L. C. Bailey, J. C. McMnrsen, H. M.
Barnes, A. M. Palmer, P. S. Brlckrn,
D. H, Miles, G. A. HouigMcn, Port
land; Mir. and Mrs. Joseph Wads
worth, New York; Mir. and Mirs. O.
H. OLfene, M. E. Messerean, B. FFry, F. C, ghiackfiord, M. B. Moons.,
Auburn; J. C. Morton, Leon, R. L.
Leighton, Farmington,; Mr. and Mrs.
F. G, Baton, Bangor; C. N. Blanch
ard, L. J. Hail, Wilton; J. B. Lane,
Watervi.iile; C. H. Badgley, Cornish;
E. W. Marshall, Rangeley;
Ohiaries
G. Clapp, W. B. Rounds, W* A. Podle,
C. S. Ludden, H. J. Luipien, Brock
Albin Polasek, the 3 )hemian S:ulpt>ure--Re-Creatng in Clay the Making of the ton, Mass.; J. L. Violette, Redington; A. M. Small, Bangor; Mr. and
First Remington.
Mrs. W. T. Soule, Jr., VaHey Creek,
Alaska.

Where To Go In Maine
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
GERARD, MAINE

Fishing and hunting.
Excellent Accommodations.
Reasonable prices.
VILE SAND GANNETT,
Dead River, Maine

Maine’s Best Hunting and Fishing Section.
Special rates t >r early Spring Fishing and Fall
H unting Sparties. Railroad station Jackman,
Me. Post Ofnice. Gerard. Me. For all informa
tion address

W. H. Bean,

Gerard, Maine

Blakeslee Lake Camps
J03EPH ;H. WHITE, Proprietor
A fannus'resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Adires3, Oct. 25 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

CARRY POND CAMPS
Open May 1st to December 1st. Good
accommodations.
Excellent fishing.
Write for booklet.
H E N R Y J. L A N E ,

Carry Pond, Me. *

THE ELMWOOD
One of the best small hotels in Maine. Open all
the year. Supplied with its own fresh vegetables,
poultry, eggs, milk and fcreatn. Telephone.
Garage. Address

J.

“ TR O U T BROOK CAM PS

Maine

BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAMPS
LAKE M II.LM AGASSETT

September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

YORK C A M P S ,

JIM POND CAMPS
Are open for the season of
Send for circular.
GREEN BROS.

M A P S O F M A IN E
RESORTS AN D
MAINE

Barker.

Write

Bemis. Maine.

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
M ID D LED AM , MAINE

In one o f the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write io r free
circular to
CAPT. E. F. COBURN.
_
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.

ROWE POND CAMPS

ROADS

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps o f the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
,50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
.50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map of Maine
.35
R, R. map of Maine
.35
Androscoggin County
.35
Cumberland County
.35
Hancock County
.50
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
.35
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.35
Penobscot County
. Bo
Waldo County
.36
York County
.36

J.
Phillips?

It is time to choose your Spring fish
W B R A C K E r r J C O .,
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here
and see how you like it? With favor
able conditions you can get good fishing
enough, size considered and every thing
PIERCE P0N1>
Furnishes]fishing for large salmon and else as pleasant as you could wish for in
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes the woods.
Osceola Farm,(near the Lake
out. Send for circular and references.
Come any time in the season. Also
"
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
near Rangeley.
nice place to bring your family. Write
Caratunk, Me.
to
To let by month or season.
12 rooms
R oun d Mountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
with two baths and laundry.?! All mod
H. W. MAXFIELD,
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
Round Mountain, Maine
R owe Pond.
Maine ern furnishings.
All furnace heated.

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

OTTBR POND GAMPS

GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk. Me

"T MOTOR CAR OFTHE SEA

O p tim is tic T hou gh t.

RANGELEY, MAINE

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

Quite an unusual employment is made of a motorcycle and side car by a
Missouri farmer, who has converted the vehicle into a quick delivery machine
for carrying certain products to market.
By securely fastening a crate over the rear wheel and placing another on
the chassis of the side car, he is able to transport a considerable load with
dispatch and without particular difficulty. His country place is more than 30
miles from St. Joseph, but with this delivery van he recently carried a calf
and a dozen chickens to market and returned within a few hours’ time.

He who demands justice must ad
minister justice.

R. R. W ALKER .Prop,
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Beat Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June l. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO..
Upper Dam, Maine.

June 12.
Mirs. C. T. Sanborn returned home
from Avon Friday, wlhieire she has
been, taking care of hier mother, Mirs.
Nehemiah Haines.
Oscar Sanborn was home from
the University of Maine at Grono a
few days tost week.
His mother,
Mrs. C. T. Sanborn and sister, Miss
Helen Sanborn returned to Orono
with him Saturday to attend the
graduation, as Oscar is in the grad
uating class.
Halford Buker is home from the
Academy at Wilton.
Mr, and Mrs. Le’.and Savage who
are working for I. H. Buker, visited
friends at the village Sunday.

Maine

Will be Open For the SPRING FISH 1NG EUSTIS,
By May the 10th. Don’ t miss it as
we get some fine trolling and bair fish RANGELEY LAKES
ing at that time. For large TROUT and Camp Bemfs, The Birches. The
SALMON fly fishing, June 1. Write for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER.
for paticulars.
Mackamp,

M IS S O U R I F A R M E R USES H IS M A C H IN E TO T R A N S P O R T L IV E STOCK
TO M A R K E T .

F. HOUGH

Phillips,

1916.

Via Bingham

WELD

-

Apply L D. Haley, .
PACKARD S

Maine.

A marine counterpart of the motor car has been invented by Albert Hick*
man of Massachusetts. It is a 32-foot sea sled of the type adopted by the
United States navy as a rescue boat for aviators; is capable of carrying more
than 20 passengers, and attains a speed of more than 40 miles an hour. It is
the only motor boat in existence that will plane and run at high speed when
carrying heavy loads. The power is supplied by twin engines of 175 horse
power each. Surface propellers are used, causing clouds of spray when the
power is turned on suddenly, but decreasing after the boat starts. She will
turn at top speed with perfect safety; and can be stopped In two or three
lengths. Instead of being thrown out at the sides, the spray at the bow is
gathered in and forced under the bottom of the boat, providing a sort of air
cushion.

‘ Rangeley, Me.

GAMPS

R an geley L a k e s
R an geley,
M aine

IN S U R A N C E

Fire, Workmen’s Compensation,
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Life, Automobile, Liability,
Open
from
May
15th
to
Dec.
1st.
particular. Maine's idea1 family vaca
Trout
and
salmon
fishing.
Deer,
part
REED H. ELLIS,
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
DEAD R IV E R REGION

section Cuisine unsurpassed.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

I fT s H
AT

E. F. ridge and duck hunting.

IN C

John ©arville’s Camps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
■re most charmingly situated on the Bhores of
Spring Lake, well furniahed, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Backboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVALLE. Flagstaff. Me.

RANGELEX TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.

Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
fuly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to
anyone looking for good fishing and
rest. Write for booklet and references to
IiEM ON B LAC K W E LL.
Dallas. Maine

Rangeley,

-

-

FOR SALE
ON EASYiTERMS

Maine The Old Forge Where the First Remington Rifle Was Made in 1816 and the
Main Remington Factories of Today

N O T IC E

W A N TE D

I shall be in Rangeley on or about
June 15th.
The people of Franklin County
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS Please leave calls with Mrs. S. B. to know that I shall call on them
McCard.
with a full line o f Wilbur pro
Just across the little cove from the
FRANK F. GRAVES,
ducts.
Stock,
Poultry, Hog
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
Graduate Optometrist.
Tonic, Farm remedies, Extracts,
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished.
Spices etc. Satisfaction guaran
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
desirable place on the shores of the KODAKS AND KODAK SUPPLIES teed. It will pay you to save
your orders for me.
lake. Three acres of land. For Partic
Developing and printing at
ulars address,
Orders by mail or telephone
popular prices.
F. C. FOWLER,
N. E. Telephone 82-3.
promptly attended to.
New London,
Conn.
RANGELEY STUDIO,
F . H. HAMM, Prop.

CARROL C. "NOYES,

Phillip

M A IN E
DOUBLY P R O V E N

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J U N E 15, 1916.
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gram was carried out:

W. Lock a flew days recently.
Miss Ham, one of the teachers, has
Tlhie toothpick mill will shut down returned to her heme in Auburn.
next week for the summer vacation.
Miss Pearl McLauirin has finished
Miss Wilma Dodge of West Free working at The Sargent and is stay
man was the guiest of friends In, town ing at her sister’s, Mirs. George* Bry
recently.
ant.
Misses Freda and Fay© Mitchell
Percy Day bias bought a new five
are sipending the week with friends passenger Overland cat] of Eiwin,
at a pond in, Wilton.
Ricker, who is agent for them.
Mir. and Mirs. Fremont Scamman o,f
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Miller have re
Phillips were the guests o f friends turned to their home in Madison
in town Sunday.
after visiting relatives in town for
Harold Welch of Auburn spent ?. few days.
While here' M,r. Miller
the week-end with, his parents', Mr. caught a 10-pound toguie at Jim Pond.
and Mrs. F. O. Welch.
He returned
Fred Hutchins is painting and
to his> work -Monday morning.
papering at Harry Sylvester’s.
Miss Dorothy McKeen has. gone to
Mrs. Warren Dyer and daughter,
Farmington to work in Morton’s ice Esther are visiting the farmer’s par
cream parlors during the summer.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ricker at
'Children’s Day will be observed at Flagstaff.
the Methodist church next Sunday.
Master Lloyd Smart is out from
Parents with their children are inr Arnold Pond visiting his schoolmates
vibed to the morning service. Child in town for a few days.
ren’s concert at night.
Rev. John Dunstan will preach at
TORY HILL
Mile Square schoollhiousei tomorrow,
Friday, at 7.30 and at West Free
June 13.
man next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
Harry Hood and Ohas. Smith each
Miss Verlena Winslow, who has
been working at Phillips, is at home have a new Ford car recently pur
chased of A. D. Graffam cf Phillips.
for a few weeks.
D. W. Toot baker was a guest at
It is hoped that a good delegation
from town, will attend the Sunday W. E. Gates’ Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Hackett of
School Convention at Kingfieid June
21st.
An excellent program is prom the village called on Mrs. Hackett’s
sister, Mrs. Gideon Smith and fam
ised.
The many friends of A. J. Norton ily Sunday.
Mrs. Frank Willard of Norwood,
are glad to know be is gaining from
his recent accident.
The officers Mass., Who has been visiting her
and teachers of the Sunday school husband’s mother, Mrs. W. W. Mitch
were pleased to see him, at Church ell, has gone to Weld to visit rela
tives, for a short time.
About 30 Knights of Pythias and and Sunday school Sunday.
Mis® Fannie Bractoley returned
25 Sisters marched to the Methodist
from the hospital in Lewiston last
church Sunday morning where they
week and is reported as gaining
listened to an excellent sermon by
nicely.
Knights of Pythias and Sisters Rev. John Dunstan. At the close
W.m. Moulton cf Hudson, Mass., was
of the sermon, Miss Gretcihen Ninde
June 12. a recent guest of Bemij. Dodge.
Attend Church in a Body.
sang a very pretty solo. Besides the
There has been so mucin rain the
Bernard Taylor spent Sunday with
orders there was a large
audience past week that the water is quite
hi® wife, who is stopping with her
present.
(Special C orrespondence.)
high in the river.
Strong, June 13.—Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Clinton Meader lias returned
Mrs, Dan Leightcn went to Wil
LO C A L D R U G G IST T A L K S
Prescott of Auburn is visiting her ton last W ednesday and was the lnom-e from Leslie CaldiwelL’s.
Mr.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Giil- guest o f Mir. and Mrs. B. F. Stanley. Caldwell is improving so hie is able
I have now procured' a preparation
mao and other relatives.
She was accompanied home this to sit up.
Miss Marion Look of Portland ar week, Wednesday by Mr. Leiighto- ,
Mrs. Edna Norton has finished which I can recommend to all my
rived in town Friday night to at who spent the first c f the week with work at The Sargent and returned to friends as being a splendid remedy
for all form® of stomach and bowel
her home in New Portland.
tend the graduation, of her cousin, them.
trouble, indigestion, bleating,
sick
Mrs,
Floyd
Stubbs
has
returned
Burchard Look.
She returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Thaxter Cook and
headache,
heartburn,
etc.,
and
these
home
from
Livermore'
Fails.
Portland the first of the week, where little son o f Farmington were
in
School closed here Friday, June 9. suffering from being “sick at the
she has a position as stenographer town Sunday.
stomach.”
in a large office.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Johnson of
Natofll Pineapple Pepsin Compound
The Ladies’ Aid met this week
Stratton were In town, to attend the
Painful, annoying bladder weakness is sold on a positive guarantee cf
with Mrs. Ellen Kilkenny.
graduation of
their son,
Donald, usually indicates kidney trouble. So satisfaction or money back.
It is
It was with much regret for friends
Johnson., and they expect to move do backache, rheumatism, sore, swol made from fresh pineapple juice and
and telephone subscribers to know
there now for their permament home. len or stiff muscles or joints. Such pure iscale pepsin.
I ask every man
that Clarence Tash,, the popular night
symptoms have been relieved by Fol and woman in Iowa City and the sur
Miss
Lora
M.
Gould
and
Mrs.
Walt
operator in the Farmer’s, Central o f
ey Kidney Pills.
Henry Rudolph, rounding country who has stomach
fice had resigned ilnis position. er Bradford c.f Farmington attended
Carmi, 111., writes:
“ Since taking trouble of any kind to call and ex
the
graduation
Friday
evening.
They
He has been a very trusty, ,faithful
Foley Kidney Pills I sleep all night amine this splendid medicine.
All
returned
to
theiir
work
in
the
'Frank
operator and his many friends wislh
without getting up.” Floyd E. Parker. druggists and Floyd1E. Parker.
lin
Light
&
Power
office.
Saturday
him success in whatever he under
morning.
takes in the future.
Mis® Zelma Orcutt of Farmington
George Norton from U. of iM. is
spending bis vacation w&tht his par j High school spent the week-end with
H om e P rosp erity
friends in town.
ents, Mr, and Mrs. John F. Norton.
Mrs. Alice Look of New Vineyard
The friends of Mrs. Earle Kings
ley are glad to know she is showily was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
improving from her recent illness.
Clarence Crosby had the m isfor
S H O U L D S L O A N ’ S L IN IM E N T
GO
tune to break the bone in his nose
ALO NG ?
one day last week.
Mr, and Mrs. Harry Chandler were
Of course it should!
Fcr after a
guests of relatives in Phillips
the
strenuous day iwhen your muscles E v e r y m an w om a n an d ch ild should patronize hom e in
first of the week.
have been exercised to the limit an
The High school graduation, was
application of Stoainm Liniment will stitu tion s an d b oost f o r h om e prosp erity.
held tin the Methodist church
last
take the soreness and stiffness away
Friday night when the following proand get you in fine shape for the
morrow.
You should1 also use it for
a sudden attack o f tcothaclhe, stuff
TELLS WHAT S H E T H I N K S
Anna Hawr,, Cedar Grove, Mo., neck, backache, sitings, bites and
writes: “We think Foley Cathartic the many accidents that are inciden
“ W e would as
Tablets are the best liver pill we tal to a vacation.
«ver got hold of, as they do not soon leave our baggage as go cm a
nauseate or grip, but act freely on vacation or camp out without .Sloan's
writes one vacationist:
the liver.” Recommended far consti Liniment,”
pation, bloating, sour stomach, gas “ W e use it for everything from
Put a bottle
on stomach, bad breath, clogged or cramps to tcothaclhe.”
Irregular bowel action.
Floyd
E. in your bag, be prepared and have
Parker.
no regrets.

JVIl!S14C’
Dyer*® Orchestra
Salutatory— “ War, the Odd and
tire New,”
Burdhard K.
Look
Hushary,
Hazel. E. Rounds
This Phillips citizen testified long Declamation,
Holman B. Daggett
Music,
0 , ,
ago.
„ ,.
,
School
Told of Quick relief—of undoubted Oration— “ A Profession v,s a
^ ra’d e’”
Cilaremjce A. Tash
benefit.
Th« facts are now confirmed.
French Poem— “ Adieux de Marie*
guch testimony is complete— the
Stuart,”
Nellie D. Sample
evidence conclusive.
Prophecy,
m . Christine McLeary
Orchestra
It {orais convincing proof of merit. Music,
John W. Kennedy, Phillips, says: Essay— “ A Modern W izard,”
„j suffered from kidney trouble for
Ralph E. Eustis
Donald U. Johnson
vears and at times was hardly able Class W ill,
to get about. The action of my kld- Valedictory— “ Plerpoile,”
Mairioni E. Richardson
- tys was irregular. Although I docClass
f0red and took different medLcines, Presentation o f diplomas.
I wasn’t helped.
Finally, someone colors, green and gold. Class motto,
advised me to take Doan's
Kidney ‘‘Faites le travail sous la main.*’
PHU and I got some at Preble’s After the graduation a short recept
Drug Store. They helped me in. ev- ion ws given, after .which a dance
A large
*17 way. They seemed to clear my was held in Luce’s hiaill.
Several auto
system of uric acid poison and they crowd was. present.
mobile loads, came from Farmington
aisorelieved the pains.”
After tihiei reception the
OVER THREE YEARS LATER Mr. and Salem.
class was presented with a large
Kennedy said: “ I have used Doan’s
box of candy from W alter Joules.
it
Kidney Pills occasionally since giv-l
is regretted by pupils and friends
mg my former endorsement and they
that several of the teachers, have re
inte always given me
prompt re
signed and are not going to return
lief.”
in the fall.
Price 50c at all dealers.
Don’t
Strong High school baseball team
simply ask for a kidney remedy
went
to Farmington last week, Wed
-get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
nesday and were defeated by the
that Mr. Kennedy had. Foster-MilFarmington team. During the game
burn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Clarence Tasli had the misfortune to
slip and break a bone in hi® leg and
Ralph, Eustis blurt his thumb quite
seriously.
Phillips R eaders

Can
No
Doubt the E vid e n ce .

N IN E

Longer

HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATION

EUSTIS

BOOST FOR IT

BU Y A T H O M E STO RES
S U P P O R T H O M E E N T E R P R IS E S
READ TH E H O M E PAPER

EXPERT PHARMACIST
Gives Advice to People Run Down in
the Spring, or After the Grip, Etc.
The best treatment I know o f for
those run down or exhausted by the
grip or fevers, and cannot seem to
recover strength, is th is:
Get a battle o f that standard bloodpurifier, H ood ’ s Sarsaparilla, and a
box (200) Peptiron P ills; take one
teaspoonful H ood ’s Sarsaparilla be
fore meals, and two pills after meals.
What are these medicines made o f?
Why, I understand the formula for
H ood ’ s Sarsaparilla is similar to pre
scriptions that come every day for
blood impurities, scrofula, rheuma
tism and such complaints, fo r o f
course H ood ’s expert chemists know
as much as any o f the regular profes
sion -about ingredients indicated in
such troubles. And Peptiron Pills are
a new combination o f pepsin, iron,
manganese and other blood tonies and
strength builders.
Iron is great to
increase red corpuscles in the blood
and give it health power. Get the
medicines from any druggist.

parents on the Hill.
W. W\ Mitchell is jin poor health,
but is gaining slowly at this writ
ing.
Only a few have
dome much
spring’® work on the Hill on, account
of tihie frequent and heavy rains, sev
eral not having their corn and, po
tatoes
planted. The gardens that
have been planted, also grain sowed
are looking well.
Apple trees' have
blossomed very full and the outlook
is good for an abundant bay crop.
Mrs. W. E. Gates, who has- been
ill for
severalweeks,is gaining
slowly.
Her daughter, Mrs. Bernard
Taylor is, with her for the present.
Rev.
MelvinHutchins (held ser
vices at the Cushman'
adhocihouse
last Sunday at 3 o’clock. There was
a good attendance 35 being present.
The next meeting will' be jure 25.
Mir. and Mrs. Alden Moores and
Gerald were recent visitors at Emery
Moores’ jin) Salem.
Ervin Moore was a guest of his
grandparents1, Mr. and Mirs.
Wm.
Moores recently.
Use f o r A pple W ood.

Apple
for saw
rial for
printing

wood, used almost exclusively
handles, also furnishes mate
the large wood type used in
signs and posters.

Just a P a rt o f Machine.

Florence’s father, who lives in a
small town, owns a two-seated run
about in which Florence and her
mamma took many rides. When they
went to the city for a visit Florence
was in wonderland. Her uncle, who
was driving them around In his sevenpassenger machine, turned to her and
said: “Your papa has a machine,
hasn’t he?” and little Florence re
plied: “ He only has the front part of
one.”
OFFICERS AND CORPORATORS
ELECTED
List of Officers and Corporators elected at an
nual meeting of Kingfieid Savings Bank, Kingfield, Maine, June 3, 1916
OFFICERS
Oriin W. Simmons, President
Eugene E. Jenkins. Vice-President
Herbert S. Wing, Treasurer
Lelia H. Hunnewell, A ss’ t Treasurer
TRUSTEES
OrTin W. Simmons,
Herbert S. Wing
George H. Winter.
Sumner J. Wyman,
Euvene E. Jenkins
CORPORATORS
Herbert S. Wing, Eugene E. Jenkins, Orrin W.
Simmons, Sumner J. Wyman, Irving L Eldridge,
Lavella A. Norton. Harold P. Wood, William F.
Norton, George H. Winter, Lucien P. Hinds.
Charles E. C.haml erlain. Roy C. Huse, M. D. P.
Thompson, Eben C. Williamson. William D.
French, Earl L. Wing, Fred Hutchins. John E.
Cartland. R.. A. Huse. John E. Voter. Frank E.
Boynton fG Dane Vose. Frark B juutchins,
William D Page, William P.-Watson. E. S. Larrabee. William O. Foster, Amos G. Winter, Les
ter L Mitchell, Arthur C. Woodard, Frank A.
Frost. Charles W French.
Attest:—
H. S. WING. Clerk

SPECIAL SALE

SAFETY FIRST

Attach an Auto Glass to your
wind shield.
Only 15c.
FLOYD E. PARKER,
The
NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK,

SUNDAY HOURS: 11 A . M . to 12 M .

WALL PAPERS

PH In Li * S t

* p* “ •

IE STORE WHERE YO U R TRADE IS APPRECIATED,

$ 6.75
p er cord fo r peeled spruce
and fir pulp w ood loaded on
cars.

advances made.
A. W. MeLEARY

Phillips,

S m all lots o f th e m ost d esirable patterns,
su ita b le f o r sm all sized room s, at prices that w ill
b e b e lo w “ you r ow n p r ice .”

Maine
New line of

Hot Water Bottles
and

C. E. DYER.

S to re
5 P. M -

In o r d e r to red u ce stock and m ake room fo r
n ew g o o d s we shall g iv e fro m 25 to 50 per cen t
d iscou n t on ou r p resen t stock o f

STRONG,

M A IN E ,

F O U N T A IN S Y R IN G E S
Received this week. Low prices
and
Guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Whitney’s Pharmacy
Phillips,

Maine
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head over the ‘Left eye. He had evi
dently era,wiled through, the fence,
where the house had turned and hit
him.
The doctors dcd. aid in their
power to save him, but without avail.
He did not regain consciousness.
It
is a hard blew to his parents and
grandfather, Hiram Morrill who lives
with them.
He was an only child
and much sympathy is felt for them.
Mrs, Chive RnsseiliL spent the past
week visiting friends in Wilton.
Mrs. Aaron Mardiem and Mrs. Carl
Hamlin are at Waterrviliie,
visiting
Mrs. Blanche Peumock.

GUESTS WILL HAVE
DELICIOUS CREAM

Geo. Barnjum’s Sunday. Master Har
old returned to Kingfield with them
for a few days’ visit.
Geo. Barnjum is in Portland a
few days1tihisi week.
Z. T, McLaughlin visited at R. E.
McLaughlin's over Sunday.
Mass Jennie Wheeler is on the
sick list.
Dr. Currier was allied to
see her Sunday.
Carroll Rodgers came with tils
team Saturday and As moving his
good® onto the Thorpe farm.
His
wife willl come in, a few days.
W. F. Sweetser has bought the rest
of the W ill HimkLey farm of MALfcrd
True.

RUSSELL’S MILLS

June 12.
Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Howard were
Ed Look, proprietor of The
Sar
gent hotel, Eustis, was in Farming- guests at Evans L. Merchant's Tues
ton last week. While there he pur day of last week.
Carl F. Hamlin, carried Will Marchased a very fine cow of Roland L.
den, Mrs. A. fcb Marden, Mrs. Card
Withe e.
Hamlin and soar, Kenneth to Water)o W
viliLe Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Har
den and Mrs-. Hamlin will attend the
Because Le io e
mQtc
commencement exercises at Coburn
Is tfcat
XQ i\{ tVe v/oo<i- ° * y o W s
Classical, institute, also the gradua
tion cf the Nortli Grammar sicihcot1..
They are guests of Mrs. Marden’s
daughter, Mrs. Blanche Penuock, who
Johnstown, Pa., June 6, 1916.
is matron of Coburn, Cottage. Miss
Maine Woods,
Elizabeth Pennock gives a Junior
Phillips, Maine.
reading as a result of having won
Dear Mr. Editor:
honors for three yeans ait the Clas
a houW o i s a ,
.
I have bean a little slow in answer sical Institute and Miss Ruth Pening Mr. Harper’s
proposition, but nock is to be
H o - » > « io t °
Uuc
graduated from the
should we three be fortunate enough North Grammar school. Mr. Hamlin
L ook lot e j e c t i o n
gW »
to be there ait the sarnie time, and it and Mr. Harden returned home Sat
U cstk e N e » _ 1 W
„ e„ R e n te d '
m ,. 2
is agreeable to Mr. Wood, I wild urday night.
gladly accept Mir. Harper’s proposit
t u
> #
o tto
gen
Raymond, the eight years old sen
ion.
of Mir. and Mrs. A. B. Laircom step
Yours very truly,
ped upon a -rusty naiH sticking it in
Wm. Allen. to his foot nearly an inch.
Later
iu the day, Sunday, the foot, became
caked and made the little fellow
REED’ S MILL.
more comfortable.
J. W. Moody and daughter, Hilda
*ot
Bostoft
are visiting relatives in Madison,
June 12.
Buffalo
The baptism which was to have
been last Sunday was postponed cn CUT THIS OUT— IT IS WORTH
account cf high water caused by the
MONEY.
recent rain.
It is to be held . in
DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out this
two weeks, June 25.
Rev. J. B.
to Foley & Co.,
Coy and Miss Leathers wilt be here. slip, enclose with
Rev, Mr. Coy gave ue a very earnest Chicago, III., writing your name and
You will receive in
talk Sunday which was listened to address clearly.
return
a
trial
package
containing
with a great deal cf interest. There
will be sendees next Sunday at the Foley’s Honey aiid Tar Compound
usual hour.
A student from Bates for bronchiail coughs, colds,- and
is expected to speak to us. Child croup; Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley
Floyd E. Parker.
ren's Day wilt be observed next Cathartic Tablets.
Sunday with appropriate exercises
by the children.
PROBATE NOTICES.
Miss Jennie Wheeler, the teacher
;n the Dunham school, is sick with
At a Probate Court held at Far
bronchitis.
mington,
in and for the County of
Clyde Hathaway is working at
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
Barn jum.
May, in the year of our Lord cue
thousand nine hundred and sixteen,
tne following matters having been
EAST MADRID
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
June 12.
ordered:
That notice thereof
be
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Welts spent the
week-end with Mrs. Emma Raymond given to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be
at Phillips.
On account of the bad weather published three weeks successively in
Saturday might the attendance at the tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
pie supper was rather smalt. Those lished at Phillips, in said Coun
near by attended, and over $10 was ty, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at said Far
taken in.
F. J. D. Barn jum’s family visited a t, mington, on the third Tuesday of
get the other and
hisfather told
TEMPLE
June, A. D., 1916, at t^n o’clock
him no but to. come with. hSim.
On
ir the forenoon, and be heard there
reach dug the house
andmot seeing
T H E BL O O D A N D T H E B R A IN
him die went back
andfound
him
on if they see cause.
Am eng the many important physiol
June 12.
leaning against the fence uncon
James P. Searles, late of Freeman,
Donald, the Little five-yean old soil scious, with a large fracture in hfi® ogical facts that should be as well deceased.
Petition fer probate of
known by people generally as they
of Mr. and M.rs. E. L. Gordon died
will presented by Charles H. Adams,
are by physicians, is the dependence the executor named therein.
Saturday at midnight as a result of
a kick by a horse at 1 p. m. that day M O R E M*EN T H A N W O M E N H A V E of the brain for its proper action on
Warren Hinkley, late cf Mad,rid,
the vitality of the blood.
If this
He went to the pasture close by tin©
A P P E N D IC IT IS .
deceased.
Petition for administrat
is impaired, the blood affords aihimhouse with ibis* father after a horse
ion presented by Hattie E. Hinkley.
nerfect stimulus to the brain, and, as
which he took out, Leaving one in the
Joseph N. Parker, late of KingSurgeons state men are slightly a necessary consequence, languor and
pasture.
Dcna'ld asked if he should
field, deceased. Second and final ac
more subject to appendicitis than inactivity of the entire nervous sys count of Augusta G. Parker, execut
women. Phillips people should know tem follows, and a tendency to head rix.
HAVE
that a few doses of simple buckthorn ache or faintness makes -its appear
Sarah G. Calden, late of Phillips,
ance.
Thbusands of children suffer agonies bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in
deceased.
Second account of James
It is probable that no other medi
from worms and their children do not Adler-i-ka, often relieve or prfevent
Morrison, executor.
cine
ever
produced
has
done
more
in
know it. Familiar symptoms of worms appendicitis.
This mixture removes
William L. Dunham, late of Mad
in children a^e: D~*raritred stomach,
such surprising foul matter that ONE the way cf revitalizing the blood, rid, deceased. First account of James
swollen upper lip, sour
making
it
pure
and
rich,
than
Hood’s
stomach, offensive breath, SPOONFUL ,relieves almost ANY Sarsaparilla whiich should certainly Morrison, executor.
hard and full belly with oc CASE constipation, sour stomach, or
James B. Oliver, late cf Free
casional gripings and pains gas.
The INSTAINT, easy action of be given a trial where there is any man, deceased.
Petition for admin
about the navel, pale face Adler-i-ka is surprising. E. H. Whit reason to believe that the blocd is
istration presented by Marian C.
of leaden tint, eyes heavy ney, druggist.
j defective in quality or deficient in
Oliver.
’ and dull, twitching eyelids,
i quantity.
Arthur E. Harmon, cf Freeman,
Trade Mark itching of the nose, itching
ward.
First account of Joseph C.
of the rectum, short dry cough, grind
ing of the teeth, little red points stick
Holman, guardian.
ing out on tongue, skirting during
Ellis Jordon Holt cf Phillips, minor
sleep, slow fever.
Second account of -Shirley T. Holt
Grown folks are sybject to worms also.
guardian.
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s
Elix r, the Family Laxative and Worm
Clianles Shepard Holt of Phillips,
Expeller. Good for adults also. Mrs.
minor.
Second account of Shirley
Curtis, of Houston. Tex<s. b'dieveF
T. Holt, guardian.
This and writes that sh» will be glad to
Herman William Holt, cf Phillips
tell her friends of the benefits she hareceived Get a bottle todsv —at v..ur
minor.
Second account of Shirley
dealer’ s. 35c, 50c and $1.00. Advice
T. Holt, guardian.
free. Write me today.
A true copy.
U p p er v illa g e,
Phillips, M aine J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court
Auburn, Maine
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
A <
,
Farmers’ Telephone 13-13.

Ur r 7 t ^
tittle

SN" LES
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WILL ACCEPT THE
PROPOSITION

^ i " c°s,3to T

-ft;
- sn t i “ Ses(b7to

LOOKEOjfiTHEISKGBLUECHIMNEY

DOES YOUR CHILD

<£w .

WORMS

<J/

ROLLINS & BEAN
Have two second-hand Automobiles
for sale at a bargain. Look them over
before buying. All Veedol products
on hand and free air supplied to our
patrons. Open all night.

Scilon and other towns1.
Mrs. Carrie Staples is visiting at
West Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs1
. Paul Woods and fata,
ily have moved into their new hace
which they purchased
from ^
Josselyn.
They are from- Everett
Mas®.
Frank Woodbury of Woodfcmds
visiting at J. C. Leadbetter’a.
PHILLIPS PEOPLE GET INSTANT
ACTION.
Those who have used it in Phffip3
are astonished at the INSTANT action of simple buckthorn bark, gfy.
cerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-j^
Because it acts on BOTH lower an<j
upper bowel, ONE SPOONFUL Adler,
i-ka relieves almost ANY CASE con.
stipation, sour stomach cr gas,
removes such- surprising foul matter
that a few doses- often relieve or
prevent appendicitis. A short treat
ment helps chronic stomach trouble
E. II. Whitney, druggist.

No. Franklin Marble
and Granite Works
Phillips, Maine.

Headstones,

M on u m en ts,
T a blets, M antle
and
C em etery W o rk o f

S h elves'
a ll Kinds

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop,
P H IL L IP S

-

M E.

All orders by mail or in person
promptly attended to.

Phillips Hardware Co.
H e a d q u a rte r s fo r everything
in the h a r d w a r e line

Lumbermen’s and B lacksm ith
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stoves,
Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport*
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Yarnisli.
Muresco, Gasoline, C y lin d e r Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.
We buy for the lowest spot cash
prices and give our customers tbe
benefit of the same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

A L L K IN D S OF

FURNITURE
C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips,

-

Maine

and *
STRONG - MAINE.

j

E. C. Higgins, M. D,
Office over National Bank.

Phillips,

Maine

Both ’ Phones

J. B L A IN E MORRISON

A fto rn e v

- at - Law

11
Dr. W . J. Carter,

Beal Block. Phillips

Fire and Life Insnrui

DENTIST

Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4. v Evenings bj
appointment.

5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar P #
wood wanted, delivered at any stab®
on Sandy River & Rangeley LakesR>
between Farmington and Rangeley ^
between Strong and Salom.
X I
A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me

1

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J U N E 13, 1310.
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ley a few weeks ago to visit friends, and rubbers.
■her parents Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
is in Errol, N, H., the guest of Ms
Mr. Howard came up Satur
A 7%-pound daughter- was horn Field.
June 13.
granddaughter, Mrs. Mattie
Iittl'eday and returned home with them
to
Mir.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Haggan
June
2.
hale
Lane.
Eanl Harndem wa# a cailler at Joe
Beth mother and little one a.re get Sunday afternoon.
gweetser’s in Avan Sunday.
Mir. and Mrs. H. H. Field and ting along nicely. Mrs. Clara Byron
Mr. and Mrs. Fremcct
children and Mliiss Tressle Carroll is caring for them.
W o rth Rem em bering.
▼ere recent oadiiera at JL. JJ. Field's.
were guests ct L. B. Field and fam
Life is not so short but there is al
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edlwin
McLaughlin
SiUas Wing, who went to Range- ily Sunday afternoon.
and son, Floyd were recent guests ways time for courtesy.—Emerson.
Carl Haggan has taken rent in at Frank Hamden’s.
Mrs. Grace MitciheliTs house at Mad
HAS A GOOD R E P U T A T IO N
D a ily T hought.
Mrs, C. E. Howard and sen, Paul
Hope is the only good which is com
The original and genuine Honey rid station and is working for J o e l passed several days last week with
Carlton cutting pulp.
mon to all men.—Thales.
and Tar cough syrup is Foley’s Honey and Tar Comipound and because
CarrcQii Plummer was quite iihl sev
The Hot Weather Test makes
Beware S elf-D epreciation.
this has £iven suqli universal satis eral days last week threatened with
By despising himself too much, a
faction and cured so many cases of pneumonia, but we are glad to learn people better acquainted with their
coughs, colds, croup and whooping that he ns muck] better at this writ resources of strength and endurance. man comes to be worthy of his own
Many find they need Hood’s Sarsa contempt.—Amiel.
cough there are imitations and sub- : ing.
stitutes offered to the public. Insist | Joe Baker of Farmington was in parilla which invigorate® the bleed,
W o rth W h ile Q uotation.
promote® refreshing sleep and over
upon Foley's.
Floyd E. Parker.
this district last week buying rags comes- that tired feeling.
“A real sorrow is something that can
never be put into words.”

N ot T ru e C haracter.

Make no mistake. The man who
seeks to cultivate certain qualities of
character primarily for the sake of
the concrete success he believes will
result from their exercise, is fore
doomed to failure; such a character,
from its very inception, is a sham, and
character and resultant effects of
service, and success, will some day
under the stress of adverse circum
stance, crumble into dust together.

LADIES, BOYS, GIRLS
bell 30 packages Bluing, Silver Polish,
Mending Tissue or Starch “ Glaze”
10c each. When sold send us; $1.50,
keep $1.50.
THE G. F. LOWELL CO.,
Freeport,
Maine

Nothing To Be Added
To The
^ /O U

Will never want to add anything to your Maxwell.

““ “
T h e purchase price includes everything you will ever
need or desire fo r luxurious motoring.
Y ou w on’t want to disguise the hood or buy a new body
or put in another carburetor or ignition system or install
electric lights or a self-starter.
Y ou w on’t want a new radiator or springs or new spark
plugs or shock-absorbers or a new top.
Y ou need add nothing for com fort, reliability, beauty,
econ om y or convenience.
If it is a Maxwell, your car, your
experience and your investment are complete.
T hat is the way that Maxwells are designed, manufactured
and sold.
Question the owners o f other m otor cars—any other motor
cars— and see if they are equally satisfied with their motoring
investm ent.
Touring Car $ 6 5 5

Roadster $ 6 35 “

F. O. B. DETROIT

F. S. HALEY, Agent
PHILLIPS, ME.

Time Payments if Desired

M A IN E
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

The
Sedgeley Store

Jonathan True Chapter, No. 27, D.
A. R. met Tuesday evening at the
home of the Regent, Edna M. Trues,
A most interesting paper on “The
Condition of this Country Before the
War,” was read by Evelyn Carrier.
Several ladlies repeated locating un
marked) graves of Revolutionary sol
diers, among them the grave of
Jonathan True for whom this chapt
er was named.
The annual field
day with' picnic lunch will, be held
the last of this month,
this month.
Mrs, Cora Pickering of Lincoln
home by the serious
illness, and
death of her mother, Mrs. Lousiana has been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
George Cates fer a week or more
Hirnman.
Mirs. Pickering was formerly
Miss Gladys' Hood, spent the week past.
end in Rangeley, where she attended Miss Cora Beedy.
The Christmas Present club was
the graduation, exercises.
Last week we simply told you that we had taken the agency
Mrs. Alice R. Russeilll, widow of entertained by Mrs. C. E. Parker
Frank Russell cf 187 Belmont ,St., this week on Tuesday.
for the Ground Gripper shoes, and that they were a medical shoe
Miss Fieri,an Wheeler, who is study
Everett, Mass., who died recently in
recommended by doctors as good for any foot trouble, such as
the hospital after a surgical opera ing at the Boston Conservatory, came
enlarged joints, broken arches, bunions, tender feet, etc.
tion, was a sister of IMirs. M. A. Saturday night to pass her vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs,. Cilia®.
Leighton.
This week we are very enthusiastic over Ground Gripper
Miiiss Barbara Nelson cf Wheaton Wheeler.
shoes, not only for the people that have foot trouble but for all
W. H. Caswell lias purchased a 75
College recently gave a college
the people. Ground Gripper in addition to preventing bad foot
spread when the engagement o.f her Model Overland of S. G. Haley, the
trouble is an excellent wearing shoe. Ask the people who wear
roommate, Miss' Florence Rideout of local agent.
They are made to fit the foot. A practical, surgical shoe
Homer D. Tubbs, who was employ them.
Dayton, Ohio, was announced.
Miss
Nelson is the daughter of Mir. and ed by E. H. Whitney in his drug with a double bending flexible shank. A shoe for health, strength
store last year, has been a guest at and comfort. Made in all leathers and sizes from 3 in children’s
Mrs. Lyman Nelson of Portland.
Rev. M. S. Hutchins held services Charles' Wheeler’s the past week. to 12 for men and widths A A AA A to EE.
last Sunday afternoon at 3 o ’clock Mr. Tubbs will commence work for
at the CuShman schoolhouise,
Tory Mr. Whitney next week for a few
We have in stock ladies’ Oxfords and boots and men’ s shoes.
Hil’il, and there was1 an attendance weeks.
In a letter received from Mr. Burt the maker of Ground
L. C. Huff cf Guilford has been
of 33. Mrs. George Bean,,
Misses
Kathleen Noble, Miriam Brackett, U. visiting bis sister, Mrs. Bertha M. Gripper shoes he says, “ We will let you be our agent in Phillips,
S. Jacobs and Nason Jacobis accom Perkins the past week, and is now provided you would push the line and not cut the prices, as shown
visiting in Farmington. Mrs. Perkins on the enclosed list, we don’t want to have any agents cut the
panied Mr. Hutchins.
Mrs. Moulton, who passed two will join him there this week and price or increase the price as we have established a price which
weeks at her home
in
North they will go to Guilford where the
is just right throughout the country.
Jay, returned to Phillips Saturday ~00th centennial of that town will' be
celebrated.
Mrs.
Perkins
will
not
night to remain until school) closes,
Ladies’ “ Ground Gripper’ ’ Oxfords,
$5.50
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ardine Sweetser return until the first of next week.
Ladies’ “ Ground Gripper’ ’ boots,
6 00
Herbert McKenzie is home
from
of Kiimgfield were in town, Sunday.
Men’
s
“
Ground
Gripper”
shoes,
$6.00
and
5.50
Repairs are
progressing on the Portland, where he has been attend
house' on Bridge street which will, be ing Business college.
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Parker as scon as completed which
INDUSTRY
will be in a week or so.
Mosher’s orchestra of Farmington
has been engaged to fuimish, music
June 12.
both for the graduation exercises, of
A memorial service will be held by
the Phillips High school on Thurs
Industry Grange Sunday afternoon,
day evening and the reception Fri
June 18, at their Grange hall., West
day evening of next week.
Mills.
Rev. F. H. Means' of Madison
Next Sunday morning the bacca
wilt be the speaker.
AM are cor*
laureate sermon will be delivered by
diali'y 'invited to attend.
Rev. M, S. Hutchins at the Union
As it was rainy Thursday evening
church.
the strawberry festival was post
Mrs. Frank Badger of Rangeley is
poned.
visiting relatives in town.
MrFrank Chapman and bride have
Badger accompanied her to Phillips
been visiting relatives at West Mills.
and he went on to Lewiston Mon
Mrs. Wesly Pratt of Farminigtcn
day to bring home a truck which has
A t th e C loth in g S tore.
passed a few days with her mother,
been purchased for the business of
Mrs. Henry Luce last week.
Mans.
Oakes & Badger.
Luce, whio has been ill a Hong time
There will be an entertainment and
with cancer, is falling.
box supper at tine Mt. Blue eohcolhouse on Friday evening, June 16.
All are cordially invited and the A H A C K IN G COUGH W E A K E N S
T H E SYSTEM .
ladies are asked to bring a box.
Walter H. Adams, of Newton High
Bo n’t suffer with a hacking cough
lands, Mass., made a visit to Phillips
on ,his regular business trip. We also that ha® weakened your system—
noticed that he was, one of the visit get a bottle of Dr. King’s New Dis
B u tte ric K P a ttern s in StocK
ors who registered at the State covery, in use over 40 years, and
Museum at Augusta.
benefiting ail who use it, the sooth No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine
Noj 5 Beal Block
Mrs, D. F. Field was able to ing pine balsam with tar heal the
the
take a short auto ride Wednesday irritated air passages—soothes
TAYLOR HILL
morning after being confined to her raw spots, loosens the mucous and
P H IL L IP S ,
M A IN E home for a month, by illness.
I
■I
prevents racking tlhe body with
■
■
Dr. King’s New Discovery
Miss Elrna Byron substituted at the coughing.
June 12.
I
Phillips .Savings Bank for Hon. N. P. induces natural sleep and aidisi nat
Miss Zena Tcothaker is able to get ■■I
I
A g e n c y f o r th e
EVERY NOON.
■
Noble the first of the week, Mr. ure to cure you.
about trie house on. co-utches.
■
Nobile being somewhat indisposed.
Mrs. Frank Greenileaf (has been
i ■
On
Saturday,
June
3,
Master
Don
sick
recently.
U n iversal S team L a u n d ry
■
ald1 Field invited a party cf little
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hubbard
friends to help him celebrate his 7th
were callers at S. D. Fuller's Sun
birthday.
Those enjoying the party
day.
were Maxine Hoyt, Olive Toothaker,
Frank Dyer spent 'Sunday at his
- i■
Helen Leavitt, Evelyn Pierce, John
cottage at Porter lake.
■
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
McKenzie, George McKenzie, Leon
Charles Dickey spent Sunday at
■i
i
ard Pratt and Dorothy and Nonman
Porter lake.
■
■
Field.
Jce cream and birthday cake Capital $50,000.00 Surplus $50,000.00
L. Sfhith' and sen, Hal were callers »
were served and1 the time passed
u. this part of the town Sunday.
j
T H E O N E SU R E W A Y
merrily with games and an auto ride
from 3.30 to 5.30.
to have money is to save it.
S H E T O L D H E R N E IG H B O R

We have in stock
a good assortment
of styles and sizes
in

Dr. C . E. Norton of Mt. Avenue,
Lewiston, who Quasi been, suffering
with sciatica for 9- month), iis im
proving in health, though stilH' con
fined to the house.
Mists Carrie Toothaker went to
Livermore Saturday for a week’s
visit with, her friend:, Mists Hilda
Sewell.
Evelyn. Hood, who hats been spend
ing the week with her grandparents,,
Mr. and Mrs,. iM- A. Hood, returned
to her home in Rangeley Saturday.
Mrs. Dora Granger was called

GROUND GRIPPER

REGAL SHOES

Black and russet
with either^rubber
or leather so le s.
Oxford and Blucher cut.
We also sell the
Belgrade flex ib le
sh an k (patented)
O xford. T h e s e
shoes are v e r y
light and comfort
able.
Tennis shoes, elk
sole shoes and
heavy work shoes
are included in our
stock.

HOSE

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS - I
The hose with the Round Ticket. The
kind that wear.
They make good or WE WILL.

C. M. HOYT,

D. F. HOYT

Farmers’ Tel.
---------------------

STRAWBERRIES

Open Saturday
Evenings.

T h e r o y a l Ta i l o r s
CHICAGO —

NEW YORK

TOADS MARK RSaiaTKRSO

I
j

Phillips National Bank

ALL KINDS OF
!
FRUIT

i A FRESH LINE OF
CANDY.

k e e p in g

up

to

th e

m ark

“ Sipring fever” is not always a
joke.
if you feel dull and sluggish:,
tired and worn out, suffer from back
ache or weak back, Rheumatism, sore
muscles, staff joints or other indica
tion of kidney trouble, it will, pay
you to investigate Foley Kidney Pills.
They are highly recommended
a.s
prompt and efficient aids to liealfch.
Floyd E. Parker.

The one sure way to save it is by
depositing it in a responsible Bank.
The ©ne sure way to find a responsible
bank is to find one with an ample
capital and surplus. Those consti
tute the depositors’ PROTECTIVE
Fund.
Our Protective Fund Is Ample.

Phillips National Bank

PICKLES
S our and S w eet.

P la in and M ixed .
at

TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

|

“ I told a neighbor whose child had
croup about Foley’s Honey and Tar,”
writes Mrs. Reihkamp, 2404 Herman
St., Covington, Ky. “ When she gave
il a couple doses she was so pleased
with tlie change she didn’t know
what to say.’’
This reliable remedy
helps coughs, colds7 croup and whoop
ing cough.
Floyd E. Parker.

AT

BEAN’S

jj|

Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
POPLAR

JIM RO SS
Runs a restaurant
a barber shop
a pool room
on Depot Street.
OPEN AT ALL HOURS.
S U S B C R IB E
I\IUW
i-u R
W OO DS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .

M A IN E

P u lp w o o d

delivered

at

a n y p oin t on line o f Sandy
R iv er and R a n g eley Lakes
R a ilroa d .
H A L E Y & F IE L D
Phillips,
Maine

